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Preface
This is a book that addresses one of the most crucial aspects of education - that of evaluation.
The focus is on the what and the how of evaluation. In an era when it is becoming extremely
difficult to import texts from the western world, the authors address themselves to the ever-
increasing demand by tertiary students for learning tools. To ensure that all needy students can
afford this most highly needed tool, we have decided to make the presentation as concise as

. possible. At the same time, we have tried as much as is practicable to include all that a student of
educational evaluation needs within the limited space available.

The approach is to address what evaluation is, the kinds of evaluation processes there are, the
place of such concepts as continuous assessment and curriculum evaluation, etc. Aware of the
ogre that statistics has become among many undergraduate and postgraduate students, we have
tried to present basic concepts in statistics in as elementary a manner as possible. This is the
stance too in our treatment of evaluation instruments and later of the role of the computer in the
service of the evaluator.

Here then is a complete volume in an introductory manner, made affordable because of its
conciseness. It is our strong belief that students and teachers alike will find the volume highly
useful and handy in colleges of education, polytechnics and university faculties and institutes of
education.

In presenting this small volume, we dedicate it to those forerunners who have guided our own
steps in the Institute of Education of the University of Ibadan: Emeritus Professor E. A. Yoloye and
Professor Wole Falayajo.

Prof. S. O. Ayodele,
Dr. '3.A. Adegbile,
Dr. J. G. Adewale.
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CHAPTER ONE

MEANING OF EVALUATION
Educators and evaluators have viewed evaluation in different ways.
Some of the definitions have been considered to be shallow, ab-
stract or ambiguous. The foregoing implies that evaluation is not
easy to define apparently because of its complex nature. From all
the available definitions, it is patent that the common area of
agreement is the idea of ((judging merit" which is one of the hall-
marks of evaluation. For our discussion to be clear and objective,
let us consider a few definitions as offered by scholars.

The first is that given by Tyler [1969]. According to him, evaluation
- ' is seen as sirnplv as a process of measuring the success of teaching

in terms of pupils' learning [products]. This is a definition given
from the point of view of instruction or teaching, or more learn-
edly, evaluation of teaching. And evaluation is more than teaching.

Ezewu [1980] also. defines evaluation in terms of students'
achievements. He sees it as a process of determining the extent to
which learners have achieved. The term evaluation means more
than measurement. It involves quantitative and qualitative descrip-
tions of the learner behaviour and the value judgment with respect
to the desirability of the students' behaviour.

Yoloye [1971] opines that evaluation should be discussed opera:"
tionally, basing it on the aspect one is evaluating. This explains why
he alludes to the story of the six blind men of Hindustani, each giv-
ing his own description of the elephant after exploring, with his
hands, a specific part of the animal. Thus, it stands to reason that
there is a lot more to evaluation than meets the eye.

Another definition of evaluation worth considering is that given by
Mervin C. Aikin [1970]. His definition appears to describe the whole
process of evaluation. Evaluation, according to him, is lithe process
of ascertaining the decisions to be made, selecting related informa-
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tion and collecting and analysing information in order to report
summary data, useful to decision makers in selecting among alter-
natives". This is a detailed and objective definition. It is also clear
from the definition that evaluation does not only involve decision
making but helps us to make objective decisions. It, however, in-
volves measurement and non-measurement descriptions of the
learner's behaviour.

The major distinction between Aikin's definition and those by other
scholars is that he has viewed evaluation beyond a process of as-
certaining the degree of learner's performance in a test or the ex-
tent to which a teacher has attained the teaching objective. We can
establish" from his definition, that evaluation helps the decision
makers to take rational decisions through a formalized process
consisting of 'data collection', 'data analysis' and 'preparation of
summary reports'.

Relationship between Education and Evaluation

Just like evaluation, education has been defined in different ways.
- Though both are philosophical concepts, education embraces

evaluation. One of the major activities in education is evaluation.
Take for instance, the evaluation of a teaching strategy or students'
performance; this cannot be carried out in a vacuum. It has to be
done in the teaching-learning environment where instructional
objectives are set before the teacher and the learner with the aim
of establishing the effectiveness of the teaching strategy.

It is necessary to point out that education is a society's social insti-
tution and because of this it is an element of culture. As cultures
across countries are not identical, education, which is an element
of culture, cannot be expected to be the same. The way the Athe-
nians viewed education was quite different from the way the
Spartans did. This implies that education is not the same in the dif-
ferent societies of the world. A man who defines education as only
through schools and colleges is seeing education in terms of school-
ing; and this is very narrow. The two Greek.philosophers, Aristotle
and Plato, define education as "moral and character development".
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This definition is a total reflection of the needs of their society at
that particular time. This is still a shallow way of viewing education
because education is wider than moral and character development.

Education is therefore the means by which an individual born into a
human society learns the mores and ways of life of that society,
and this includes knowledge, skills and values of the given society
through the older members of the society. This learning is both
consciously and unconsciously imparted, and it is acquired so that
he can function successfully as an adult member of that society.
This is quite all embracing. It stands to reason that education can
be obtained from school, homes and other spheres of life.

Since one of the activities in education is for the individual to learn
the ways of life of the society, especially knowledge and skills, it is
therefore necessary to evaluate the kind and amount of knowledge
and skills acquired in order to establish their adequacy or other-
wise. And if it is a more complex evaluation, such as the evaluation
of any component of the 6-3-3-4 system of education, this kind of
evaluation should be carried out within the school system. This is in
order to establish whether the component should be abandoned or
be improved upon. Thus, evaluation is seen within the realm of
education as a complementary factor.

In the teaching-learning process, evaluation plays a lot of roles. It
clarifies the instructional objectives in such a way that they are
stated in terms of specific behaviours since the goal of the teacher
is behavioural change. Through the aid of evaluation, objectives are
stated in a more achievable and measurable way and thus
teacher's attention or focus becomes very sharp. Also, through the
aid of evaluation, the needs of the learners are pre-assessed in line
with the learning outcomes to be achieved. The learners that still
do not possess the necessary skills then benefit from the informa-
tion gathered from what evaluation processes.

Evaluation and education are closely reldtcd in terms of providing
quality control. This is patently so br-cause the teacher appraises
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each step of the teaching-learning process, and as he does this, the)
effectiveness of the process is established.

For the tr-achor to ascertain the extent to which the learners have
achieved the instructional objectives, the process of evaluation
serves as a useful aid to do this. In order to do this effectively,
achievement tests and other relevant evaluation instruments are
designed to measure the intended learning outcomes. Also, in the
teaching-learning process, evaluation contributes greatly towards
the improvement of students' achievement in terms of providing
feedbacks on students' performance and thus giving useful infor-
mation on how the students' problems can be solved. It is notewor-
thy that more reliable information could be obtained from well-
d.-vrlopcd evaluation instruments. This kind of information could
improve teachingand .Iearning tremendously in terms of helping to
.mor aise the extent to-which instructions strategies and materials

,: t' appropriate.

rhus far, efforts have been made in this chapter to show how much
ev.iluation is related to education. It has been pointed out that
evalua tion is very useful in appraising the educational effectiveness
of the quality of teaching and instructional materials. It can be con-
cluded that without evaluation, education is not complete. By im-
plication, the amount of learning acquired cannot be said to have
been sufficiently sound without evaluation of such acquired learn-
ing.

Relationship between Measurement, Assessment and Evaluation

Many students, of evaluation have often used the terms assess-
ment, measurement and evaluation interchangeably or inappropri-
ately. This should explain why it is necessary to discuss these terms
very clearly in this unit. It should be emphasized that the three
terms are often used in the teaching-learning environment. These
will be discussed in detail and objectively for the purpose of clarity.

Let us consider the following hypothetical performance of a group
of senior secondary students I in English Language.
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Ojo = 46
Tunji = 63
Omoh = 55
Stella = 47
Ade = 51
Bayo = 69
Thomas = 54

Andrew = 71
Abdul = 63
Sarah = 70
Bola = 63
Tobi = 56
Boye = 48

Erinmu = 61
Okoye = 53
Dayo = 33
Aliyu = 38
Bade = 40
Toye = 45

The scores shown above are students' perforrnance in English Lan-
guage. We can see that the highest score is 71 while the lowest is
33. The teacher has administered the test on the students in order
to measure and determine their performance based on the lessons
he has taught during a specific length of time. So, each testee's
score is a measure of his performance, a measure of the extent to
which he has mastered what he was taught. What the teacher has

'done is translating qualitative information to quantitative informa-
tion, and when we do this, we are measuring. In other words,
measurement is the process of translating observations into num-
bers.

Measurement can thus be defined as the process of assigning
numbers to human characteristics or attributes or that of objects or
events based on certain rules or regulations. So, from the testee's
scores indicated above, the characteristics of the learners were
measured and not the learners themselves. For instance, the scores
of Ojo, Stella, Thomas and Andrew, which are 46, 47, 54, and 71
respectively, are the measures of their performance in the English
language test. And without this measure, it will be difficult to de-
termine learners' performance. Apart from performance, other
measurable attributes include achievement, weight, attitude, in-
terest, etc. In the teaching-learning process, measurement is a very
important activity expressing in quantitative terms the degree to
which learners possess a characteristic.

In the same vein, if a teacher decides to take the length and
breadth of a classroom in order to determine the number of chairs
anc lockers for such a class, he tries to establish the characteristics
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possessed by the object [class]. in this case, the teacher has meas-
ured the characteristics of the class and not the class itself. The
foregoing implies that measurement is a descriptive process, that is
expressed in quantitative terms. However, an evaluator is sup-
posed to use a good evaluation instrument in order to have a reli-
able measurement. For the purpose of clarity, an evaluation in-
strument is the tool used to carry out an evaluation process. Exam-
ples of these may include tests, rating scales, checklists, question-
naires, etc.

On. the other hand, an evaluator or a teacher after measuring the
characteristics of the learner in a particular subject may want to
know the status of such a student in the subject. In schools nowa-
days, a combination of letter, number and descriptive adjective
conversions is often used. This has often been used to establish the
grade equivalent norm of the performance of the testees. The
West African Examinations Council in its GCE examinations, adopts
this method. Raw scores are converted into a nine-point scale as
follows:

Distinction = AI,
Excellent = B2, B3
Credit = C4, C5, C6
Pass = 07, 08
Failure = F9

The raw scores, which correspond to these numbers, vary from
year to year. So, on the basis of the foregoing, assessment could be
referred to as the process of establishing the status of the perform-
ance of an individual or group in a given task usually with reference
to the expected outcomes. It should be very clear at this juncture
that assessment is concerned with both quantitative and non-
quantitative descriptions of objects or events. Measurement, as-
sessment and evaluation do not mean the same thing. It has been
pointed out earlier that measurement is limited' only to quantita-
tive description of things. Hence, assessment unlike evaluation,
does not mean judgment concerning the worth or value of the be-
haviour being assessed.

M hi
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A 'definite hierarchy is formed on the basis of the three terms with
measurement forming the first step, assessment forming the sec-
ond, while evaluation forms the last and highest. This is illustrated
below:

EVALUATION

IIII1II1111II11111111111111111111111111111111111111I1111111111111111111!lilllllllllllllllllllll!

ASSESSMENT

MEASURE-

MENT:

With the raw scores given earlier on, if the teacher decides to im-
prove on the performance of the testees by adopting a better
teaching strategy in re-teaching the same group of students, and
with these scores increasing, an assessment is being carried out.
The ultimate goal of the teaching-learning process is to change the
behaviour of the learner. And since a change has occurred as a re-
sult of the teacher's re-teaching the topics or application of the
teaching strategy, it is now up to the teacher to establish how
much change has taken place. An attempt to ascertain this involves
the process of 'assessment'. We should stress at this juncture that
in the process of carrying out assessment some measurement is
done while the process of evaluation involves carrying out some
assessment procedures.

General Principles of Education

The process of evaluation involves some fundamental principles,
which could be regarded as criteria for appraising the degree to
which certain procedures or practices are effective. It is expected
that, if the process of evaluation is ba~'edon sound principles, ef-
fectiveness of such a process will be enhanced.
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In the first place, for the process of evaluation to be effective, it is
necessary to identify and delineate the entity to be evaluated. This
has to do with the identification of instructional objectives, which is
an intended outcome of a period of instruction. It is stated to show
the behavioural and content dimension as well as performance
level expected. It should be stressed that educational evaluative
studies and other related exercises are carried out against the
stated objectives of the educational process or programme. This is
done mainly to determine the extent to which the programme has
succeeded or failed. The foregoing implies that if there were no
instructional objectives clearly stated earlier on, there would not
have been any opportunity of having a standard against which we
could establish the success or failure of the programme.

Another fundamental principle is that the evaluation strategy
adopted should be so effective that it can determine what we in-
tend to know about the learner or programme. This implies that
the purpose for which the evaluation technique is selected should
be seriously considered. And it should be borne in mind that one of
the major purposes of evaluation is to furnish information which
will facilitate making decisions as to whether to continue, to adjust
or to discard an on-going programme in the educational system.
Therefore, if an effective evaluation strategy is adopted, an at-
tempt at making an objective decision in respect of an evaluation
process or programme will be enhanced.

For an effective evaluation to be carried out, it is very important to
determine the type of data we should collect. This is to enable the
evaluator to decide how to go about the analysis of such data and
the statistical tool to be adopted. It is quite absurd if the data col-
lected are not relevant to what the evaluator is doing. And as long
as the type of data is determined, the whole work becomes
straightforward; the findings are reliable and useful to the decision
makers. One of the duties of evaluators is to give. a description of
the research findings and make necessary inferences from the data
collected. This explains why an evaluator needs to have a sound
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knowledge of statistical techniques, and thus he will be able to re-
port effectively.

An evaluator has to consider the principles of determining the indi-
viduals or groups of people from whom data will be collected or
obtained. Data that are supposed to be collected from secondary
school students should not be collected from university under-
graduate students. Data should be collected from the appropriate
group of people in order to get appropriate findings. Data collected
from market women (lre definitely going to be different from those
collected from nurses in clinics. The way and manner people re-
spond to questions or items in a questionnaire may somehow be
different. The information supplied varies from people to people
and this is why a careful attempt must be made at deciding on who
should furnish information on a particular research work. And since
evaluation is a process of gathering information in order to aid de-
cision-rnaklng jt is necessary to decide objectively on the type of
people from whom data will be collected.

Evaluators should also bear in mind that evaluation techniques
have their weaknesses and strengths. Errors may arise in the area
of sampling or in the process of using it or in the wrong interpreta-
tion of the results from such techniques. So, if an evaluator is
aware of this inadequacy he will be in a better position to use it
differently by constructing them in such a w·aythat the findings will
not be faulty.

Programme or comprehensive evaluation involves the use of dif-
ferent evaluation techniques such as testing, observational tech-
niques, socio-metric techniques, etc. Only one evaluation tech-
nique cannot effectively do what the evaluator really wants in a
comprehensive evaluation. As a matter of fact, it is not easy for a
teacher to achieve all the instructional outcomes with a single
evaluation technique. Thus, it is very important that an evaluator
has at his fingertips the use of different evaluation techniques. This
is also a very important evaluation principle.
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Concerns of Evaluation

Evaluation has a lot of concerns, and the following are of para-
mount importance in this respect:

;,- ' ..

Evaluation is concerned with clarifying the instructional
objectives. It serves as an effective method of clarifying in-
structional objectives when they appear to be ambiguous.
This is done in terms of the desired learning outcomes. In
order for the behaviour of learners to be appropriately
appraised by the evaluation technique, it is necessary that
the teacher should state his instructional objectives for
each lesson in an achievable or measurably manner. When
the instructional objectives are well clarified and stated in
behavioural ways, the teacher should then be in a better
position to follow the teaching process appropriately and
also provide enough opportunity for an effective evalua-
tion ofth~ le;arning outcomes. It stands to reason that if
teaching objectives are not well clarified, there may be
some problems in achieving the desired learning out-
comes.

b. -Ihe clarification of instructional objectives, which we have
mentioned above, is not the only concern of evaluation
but also how to determine the extent to which the instruc-
tional objectives have been achieved is another primary
concern. One of the ways of establishing this is by using
tests or any other evaluation instrument. This evaluation
instrument is expected to provide relevant data in respect
of the learners' behaviour since this is specified in the in-
structional objectives.
Evaluation is concerned with the appraisal of the effec-
tiveness of the instructional materials used by the teacher
during the teaching-learning process. Since it is necessary
for the teacher to decide on what materials to use as well
in the strategy to adopt, it is the evaluation process that
helps in taking such decisions so as to establish the effec-
tiveness of the learning outcomes.

a.

c.
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d. Evaluation is also concerned with the quality control in the
teaching-learning process. This implies that the teacher is
expected to find out at each stage, whether his method of
teaching is effective or not, whether the teaching materi-
als are appropriate or not. He is also expected to deter-
mine whether to make some changes in the methods
adopted or in the instructional materials used. This is very
essential because quality is one of the major yardsticks for
measuring the achievement of the expected learning out-
comes by the learners.

e. It is the concern ofevaluation to furnish the teachers, par-
ents, guardians, curriculum developers and policy makers
with students' results or progress reports. These reports
could be useful for administrative purposes. They guide
the learner in taking rational or objective decisions in the
areas of admission, the choice of a vocation, and in tack-
ling their personal life problems. This should explain why
testing, one of the evaluation techniques, plays a very im-
portant role in this regard.

f. It is clear from tbe points made in (e) above that it is also
the concern of evaluation to contribute towards the im-
provement of student performance by providing useful in-
formation on how students can solve their learning prob-
lems and giving relevant and adequate feedback on stu-
dents' performance. The foregoing is highly essential in
order to achieve the expected learning outcomes.
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CHAPTER TWO

KINDS OF EVALUATION AND
EVALUATION PROCESS
It should be affirmed that the evaluation procedures adopted
are determined by the evaluation techniques used. So, each
evaluation procedure is based on the purpose for which
evaluatio~ is being carried out. This should explain why there
are various kinds of evaluation. Let us consider the following,
which are very significant in the teaching-learning process.

Test and Testing

We would first direct our attention on the terms 'tests' and
'testing' to enable us understand the subtle differences be-
tween them, and to make clear the functions of tests in the~
classroom instruction and types of tests.

When the word test is used as a verb, it is synonymous with
the word examine for when you test, you are in fact examin-
ing a testee. The obvious purpose of this is to get responses
from the testee. So, the tests which the teacher gives his
learners could be regarded as 'stimuli' while the answers of-
fered by the testees are called the 'responses'. The responses
given mayor may not be correct. If they are correct, it clearly
shows that the testee has learnt what he is expected to
learn. If the responses are incorrect, then the testee has not
sufficiently learnt what is expected of him.

The foregoing implies that 'test' is an instrument. So, the
items we print, type or handwrite is administered toa group
of students at the end of a unit of a course or end of the
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course as a whole. If, for example, a group of JSS 1 students
are taught the pronunciation of certain English words for a
period of time, the teacher might be interested in the follow-
mg:

I. How many students were able to pronounce the
words correctly?

II. Who, specifically by name, can pronounce each
of the words correctly?

III. Who, specifically by name, cannot pronounce the
words correctly?

In order to obtain detailed information about these, the
teacher needs a test, as an instrument for measuring how
correctly the students have grasped the pronunciation of the
words. So; a classroom achievement test could be defined as
follows:

A means or instrument for measuring how
much learners have learnt what they were ex-
pected to learn, who are those that have learnt
them and who are those that have not.

Testing, on the other hand, is a process or procedure. In
other words, testing is a procedure for carrying out a test. It
is a process of administering the test constructed by the
teacher. So, the difference between 'test' and 'testing'
should by now be clear: that a 'test' is an instrument while
'testing' is a procedure. It is a procedure for administering
the test on the testees to elicit the desired information from
them.
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Context Evaluation

Some evaluators believe that this kind of evaluation is diag-
nostic in nature. It tells us how to carry out the diagnosis of a
particular programme. Context evaluation provides informa-
tion on the state of the art. In this kind of eva luation, it is
possible to carry out a state of the art on input, process
and/or output parts of the programme. For instance, an
evaluator could embark on the context evaluation of a state
unity school. He may want to consider what is being done in
the school or what makes it a unity school. In this way, the
evaluator is providing information on the state of the art.

In the 6-3-3-4 system of education, a context evaluation of
the JSSaspect of _tb~ system could be carried out to deter-
mine how it is being run or to establish its worth. If it is done
like this, then a diagnostic evaluation is being carried out.
JAMB is another good example here. An evaluator may want
to look at the context and provide information on the state
of the art. This kind of evaluation deals broadly with the edu-~
cational system.

Input Evaluation

This is another kind of evaluation where input variables are
seriously considered and their effects or impacts on the pro-
gramme are measured. There are different input variables
out of which we may have books, students, teachers, admin-
istrators and other facilities. If for instance there are large
classes, there mav be a problem. This may seriously affect
the teachtng-teaming process. When there are large classes,
teaching effectiveness might be seriously affected - marking
of scripts is not thoroughly done, students may not. have a
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detailed feedback and the teacher eventually finds it difficult
to cope in the classroom.

If an evaluator decides to do an input evaluation of the JSS
programme in the 6-3-3-4 educational system, he is going to
consider the quality of students admitted and the effects of
other facilities on the programme.

Process Evaluation

Process evaluation concentrates very much on the question,
"How?J1, that is, how things are being done. To put it in our
present context, how a programme is being run. An evaluator
may want to consider such variables as school and schooling.
He may want to know how much of schooling there is. He
maybe interested in continuous assessment as a process,
that is, how it is organised in schools.

The aspect of training of teachers or lecturers could be con-
sidered. The evaluator may want to ascertain how they are
trained. He may want to know the number of teachers,
books, items of furniture. Are the facilities adequate or in-
adequate for the programme? When all these are done,
then, process evaluation is being carried out.

Product Evaluation

As the name implies, this refers to the product of an evalua-
tion programme. let us consider the International Centre for
Educational Evaluation [IeEE] of the University of Ibadan. The
primary concern-is what an evaluator does after training and
not what he does on training. An evaluator may decide to
evaluate the products.
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Primary or secondary school leavers may even be evaluated.
Such questions as - 'How do they perform after training?'
'What are their contributions after training?' 'Are they
worthwhile contributions?' etc. - could be attempted in this
regard. Issues such as their impact on the society may be
considered. If this is done, then we are in the realm of prod-
uct-impact evaluation, which is otherwise known as product
evaluation.

Formative Evaluation

In the formative evaluation, all mistakes are corrected as the
programme is going on. It is the type of evaluatlon. which
guides the implementation of a programme. For this kind of
programme ~Q. succeed, there must be input corrective

--. . I.- .•••

measures. The primary aim of the formative evaluation is to
obtain evidence about the worth or adequacy of a pro-
gramme while it is in progress. In the 6~3~3-4educational sys-
tem, terminal and promotion exams are a v~ry good example
of the formative evaluation. The continuous assessment also
plays a very important role in this regard.

Formative evaluation also identifies strengths and weak-
nesses of a programme. It also gives a feedback about lndl-
viduals and the extent to which each unit or chapter is mas"
teredo It is now apparent that the kind of feedback in this
kind of evaluation is geared towards teachers and principal
or headmaster since learning and teaching weaknesses iden-
tified are corrected within the school system. Yet another
important aspect of this kind of evaluation is flexibility. In
other words, one.should be ready to change for the better so
that the programme can succeed.
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summative Evaluation

summative evaluation is carried out when the programme
has been completed. It aims at collecting evidence in order to
judge the worth or adequacy of the whole programme or
learning process. In the school, summative evaluation is usu-
ally done' at the end of a lesson, a term, a semester or a year.
Feedback from this kind of evaluation often shows the extent
to which the general instructional outcomes are achieved.
Examples of summative evaluation include the final senior
secondary schoof certificate examination, or general certifi-
cate of education, semester and final degree examinations in
higher institutions of learning. It should be pointed out that
the mastery errors, which a summative evaluation identifies,

...:do not increase-the grade of a student but may provide a sort
of self-satisfaction. Generally speaking, students, teachers,
guidance counsellors, university or college admissions offi-
cers make use of the summative evaluation results.

Goal-free Evaluation

This kind of evaluation does not suggest that there are no
goals. It refers to the fact that there are side effects or, to put
it learnedly, that there are unintended goals. At times, the
unintended goals become important enough to drastically
affect the programme. Take for instance, we may be training
a group of students and it is discovered that one of them is a
robber. Attention will now be focused on the student who
has become a social misfit in terms of looking for ways of re-
forming him or nipping such a case in the bud. This implies
that there is a goal but that there are some side effects, and
the side effects form the goal of the programme.
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Evaluation Process

Evaluation is a continuous process,which underlies all good
teaching and learning. The role of evaluation in many facets
of the school programme cannot be over-stressed. It does
not only contribute to the teaching arid learning processused
in the classroom, but also to marking and reporting, pro-
grammed instruction, school research programmes and cur-
riculum development. The principal features of the evalua-
tion processare discussedbelow.

a. Identification of the entity to be evaluated

The entity to be evaluated should be well identified and
delineated. In the school programme, an evaluator may

, {'-C,wqntJo,cqnsip,e,~te<:Ichers.And.on this, the major fact.ors",? '
. . ' . .' . . ~.
worth consideringabout the teacher include their train-
ing, knowledge, classroom management acumen, inter-
personal relations and professional ethics. Other groups
of people that may be evaluated are learners, adminis-
trators, membersof the community, and others.

b. Determining the type of data to be collected
On the basis of the meaning"or definition, which has
been given in this book, it is clear that evaluation re-
quires some kind of data collection. The design of the
evaluationstudy depends largely on the conditions under
which the data are collected. The quantity and adequacy
of the .data collected can be judged by the extent to
which the results of the data are interpretable and gen-
eralisable.
When people are subjected to experimental treatment,
the kind of data we collect here can be described as
straightforward experimental data. Some variables are
manipulated here while their effects on other variables
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are observed. This is usually the effect of independent
variables on dependent variables. When, however, the
information is already available and which does not in-
volve manipulation of variables, the kind of data we col-
lect can be described as quasi-experimental.

c. Collating the Oata
Another important step in an evaluation exercise is the
collation of data that have been collected. It should be
pointed out that the data collected in an evaluation ex-
ercise have to be organised in order to make them read-
ily usable and accessible. In a small scale evaluation ex-
ercise, the problem of data collation is not usually
enormous. This implies that as the size of the evaluation
increases so do the problems of data collation.

In whichever way the data have been collected, they
have to be collated or prepared to 'ensure good quality
data sets and efficient data analysis. After the datahave
been collected in the field, it is the duty of the field staff
or the persons administering the test to collate them.
This will prevent the possibility of returning incomplete
data and the consequent waste of time.

d. AnqlySing the data
The guiding principle of analysing the data is that the
type of analysis is entirely dictated by the kind of ques-
tions an evaluator is asking. The questions asked can be
categorised broadly into three, viz:
I. There is 'What' type of questions. This is also called

descriptive type of questions. The aim of an evalua-
tor here is to describe the situation as it is.

II. An evaluator can ask questions about relationships
between variables. For example, such question as
'What is the relationship between-age of school and
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performance of the students?' Also, in this category,
we use one kind of variable to predict another kind
of variable.

III. The third category has to do with questions of find-
ing out the effect of one variable on another vari-
able. For example, an evaluator may want to con-
sider the effect of teaching style on students'
achievement.

The kind of question an evaluator is dealing with will
dictate the kind of statistical analysis he should

\ .

adopt.

e. Interpreting the data
This is the process of giving meanings to the data eel-

, ..lected.There are different ways in which results can be
. interpreted .. They can be interpreted in terms of the

types of tasks that can be performed. This is otherwise
called criterion reference. They can also be interpreted in
terms of the relative position held in some reference
groups. This is known as norm reference. It should be
pointed out that both types of interpretations are useful.
The criterion reference describes what a person can do,
and the second describes how his performance compares
to that of others. It should be noted that interpreting
data with the .aid of norms requires an understanding of
the various methods of expressing test scores and a clear
understanding of the nature of the norm group.

f. Communicating
It is generally believed that if instructional objectives
have been well defined in behavioural terms, and evalua-
tion procedures have been effectively applied, the task of
reporting the data collected is greatly simplified.
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In this unit, it is mandatory to discuss school marks and
other reports of pupils' progress. This is obviously because
they serve a variety of specific functions in the school.
However, it is better to describe these in relation to the
users of the reports. They include pupils and parents,
teachers, counsellors and administrators, It is necessary to
report to pupils and parents so as to facilitate the learning
and development of pupils. The specific functions to be
served are the same as those of the general evaluation
programme, Marks and progress reports also contribute
to the instructional and guidance programme of the
school by providing much information about pupils. These
reports. supplement and complement test scores and
other evaluative data.
Marks and progress reports also serve a number of admin-
istrative functions. In administration, they are used for de-
termining promotion. Finally, it should be pointed out that
an effective system of reporting would provide the type of
information needed by the users of the reports. It also
makes it possible for the report to be presented in a
clearly understandable form,
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CHAPTER THREE

STATISTICS
Definition of Statistics

Statistics is the study of gathering or collection of data or in-
formation, analvsing the data and drawing inferences or con-
clusions from the data.

The needs for statistics are as follows:

I. To acquire the technique of data collection.
II. To understand statistical procedures or methods for

analysing our data, e.g. X2, Z-score and T- statistics.
iii. To acquire the competency for carrying out or plan-

ning research.

The man who introduced statistics was William S. Gosset,
who introduced standard error of the mean in sampling. The
theory of probability was also introduced to deduce the
chance or opportunity for success or failure.

The two general fields of statistics based on the use are de-
scriptive statistics and inferential statistics.

Descriptive Statistics: This is the statistics used to describe
the characteristics of a group. It deals with determination of
the mean or average characteristics of a group, e.g. age,
weight, height, etc. There are other descriptive nW<1S11reSlike
the mode, mean and median, standard deviation, nunimum,
maximum, etc., which could be used based on the need.

; QUa!tCl:Ml1i F
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Inferential Statistics: This deals with making deductions or
inferences based on the values from a sample, rather than
the population provided the sample is representative of the
population.

Common Terms, Symbols and Concepts in Statistics

SYMBOLS

i
j,

I
I
;
!

f

a. 2: = Sigma = sum of
b. x = Mean of sample
c. Ii Mean of population
d. Sx - Standard deviation of sample
.e. 8x Standard deviation of population
f. Md= Median
g. Mo= Mode
h. f Frequency. 2:f N = number of groupl. -. 2:fx = Sum of product of f and xJ.
k. (2:fx) 2 = Sum of sq of the product of f and x
1. 2:fx2 - Sum of the product of f and x

where x = variable
and f = frequency

I
i

f,
!
!

J
J
!
I

I
1
i
f

Terms

Population; A population is the large group that possesses or
contains all the elements that have the common characteris-
tics. This is the group on which the inferences are general-
ised.

Sample: Elements or members in the sample possess the
same characteristics with the population but the differences
are in the size (i.e. sample < population).
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Parameter and Statistics: An index or measure described in
the population is known as parameter, e.g. ~ = mean of
population. And indices or measures for the sample are
called statistics, e.g. x and Sx

Variables and Constants

A variable is the characteristic of a sample that can take dif-
ferent values at any particular time, e.g. age, performance,
teaching methods. A constant is the characteristic of a sam-
ple that is fixed in a particular situation, e.g. if all the samples
come from a school or a city, then school or city is the con-
stant.

Types of Variables

There are (a) Discrete and (b) Continuous variables.

a. Discrete Variables are those that can take a definite
or fixed value, e.g. the number of children in a family,
the number of books on a shelf, etc. They are also
known as discontinuous variables.

b. Continuous Variables are variables like height, size or
weight, which can take different values at any par-
ticular time. This is because between any consecutive
points on the scale, there can be an infinite number
of possible values. Although height for example is a
continuous variable, we can change this into a dis-
crete form by limiting the number of values between
2 consecutive points, e.g. height correct to one deci-
mal place; it can take infinitesimal values.

Scales of Measurement

The assignment of number of values to the variables being
measured, e.g. weight = 45kg, implies that a number 45kg
has been assigned as the weight.
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There are various ways in which we assign number to the
variable. In some cases,we simply classify while in others we
arrange in order of size. There are different ways or scales of
measurement. These are nominal, ordinal, interval and ratio.

Nominal Scale: In a football match, players wear jerseys with
different numbers [usually 1 to 11]. A player wearing jersey
number 1 does not indicate that he is the best or the worst in
the team. Hence, we use nominal scale for identification. We
often categorise and make frequency counts on the group,
e.g. categorising male and female as M and F,or 1 and 2.

Ordinal Scale: Here, the order or arrangement is important,
i.e. from highest to the lowest, or the lowest to the highest.
Consider the following example:

Average Scores:

76.5 1
76.3 2
73.0 3
71.0 4
64.0 5

It is done by ranking. It has no equal interval. In ordinal scale
of measurement, we have ranks to indicate positions, which
do not give any information about distance/interval between
points on the scale.

Interval Scale: The differences between successive points are
equal. Hence, they have equal intervals and are called inter-
val scale. For example, the difference between 10 cm and 15
cm in a ruler is 5 cm. This is possible due to the fact that
equal intervals are used in the measurement. There is no ab-
solute zero point.
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Ratio Scale: This scale has all the quantities such as absolute
zero and equal intervals. For example, in thermometer the
absolute zero is 273 Kelvin. This makes comparison between
points in the scale possible and valid.

ORGANISATION OF DATA

Frequency: A teacher scores a test given to a class and forms
a mark list according to alphabetical order of names. The fol-
lowing table illustrates this.

Table 3.1: Students' Scores

NAME SCORE NAME SCORE
Adeola 84 Fassy 82
Ayobami 80 Ganddy 62
BenD 68 Gabby 87
Benga 87 tyke 85
Benjey 86 Joe 86
Bennedy 70 Lawandi 61
Chistry 79 Lizzy 86
Dolapo 90 Nan 71
Dasola 67 Paul 78
Eli 80 Qudari 86

a. To identify the overall group performance.
b. Organising data enables one to identify an individ-

ual's performance in relation to the group perform-
ance.

c. To create order in the scores.
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Method of Organising Data

a. Arrange the scores from the highest to the lowest.
90 86 80 70
87 86 80 68
87 85 79 67
86 84 78 62
86 82 71 61

Next, we count the number of times each score appears in
the array of scores using tallying method.

Table 3.2: Simple Frequency Distribution table (ungrouped
data)

. ."~,' -:...• SCORE FREQ SCORE FREQ
90 1 78 1
87 2 71 1

86 4 -~29_,_,_+-1__ -i

85 IIi 68 182'---1"1 . 62-" --·1'---
T ~.-.---L;--=iL~_i6L-1~ j

Let us now consider the ages of 30 students in a classroom
from a frequency table in the data. The ages are:

13, 13, 14, 12, 15, 13, 12, 13, 13, 16, 13, 12, 14, 14, 15, 14,
16,12,13,13,12,14,13,14, 15,14} 15,16, 15.
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Table 3.3: The Frequency Distribution (ungrouped data)

Ages Tally Frequency Cumulative Freq
16 /// 3 30
15 1//// .-' 5 27
14 ///1/ /1 7 22
13 IIII IIII 1/ 10 15
12 IIIII 5 ~--
This is used when the range is narrow.

Grouped Frequency Distribution

When the number of terms in a distribution is large and the
range is wide, we need to apply grouping rather than just
simple frequency count .

. Use a class width of 3 and form a frequency distribution.

76 77 65 70 69 60 68 72 69 72

68 67 73 63 80 68 74 75 71 73
----- ---

65 64 81 77 76 64 72 73 67 75

71 78 66 78 63 68 76 71~ 72 74
1---

70 67 67 71 68 72 75 73 i 74 75

Procedure:

• We subtract the lowest score from the highest score.
• We try to divide the lowest by the class size. If it di-

vides, we use the lowest as the starting point but if
not, we use a number closer but lower than the low-
est which is divisible by the class size or width.
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In this example, the class width is 3. Then, we try to di-
vide the lowest score 60 by 3. It is perfectly divisible,
without a reminder, hence, we start to group from 60
and add 2 so that the interval will now be 3, e.g. 60 - 62,
the interval is 3 but the difference is 2.

Table 3.4: Frequency Distribution Table

Class Tally Frequency Cum Freq

81- 83 I 1 50

78 - 80 III 3 49

75 -77 IIIII IIII 9 46

72 -74 IIIII IIIII II 12 37

69 -71 IIIII III 8 25

66 - 68 IIIII IIIII 10 17

63 - 65 IIIIII 6 7

60 - 62 I 1 1

Terms

a. Limits of the class - This is the first and the last terms
in each class.We have lower and upper limits, e.g. 60
- 62 c.ated limits but 59.5 - 62.5 real limits.

b. Mid-point of a class - This is mid-way score in a class.
E.g. 67-69 midpoint = 67 + 69..;-2

= 136..;-2 = 68
Note: the range in the distribution influences a class
width. We use the stated limits in determining the
frequency distributions whereas we use the reallim-
its for calculations.
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Graphs

Graph is a diagrammatic representation of data. It becomes
much easier for some people to interpret information from
graphs than from tables. Data could be represented in any of
the followings:

a. Pie chart
b. Simple bar or line chart
c. Multiple bar chart
d. Histogram
e. Frequency polygon.

Pie Chart

This .is. a cirde that is folded when it has represented an item
In a given list. .

Example:

The followings are the Nigeria's exports for a given year.

Table 3.5: Nigeria's Exports for a Particular Year

Export Commodi- Weight in metric Degrees in a circle
ties tonnes

Palm product 264 132.00

Groundnut 251 125.50

Cocoa 20 10.00

Hide 105 52.50

Rubber 5 2.50

Others 75 37.50

Total 720 360.00
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~.

Formula:

Q = Number of each item X 3600

Number of Total item

e.g. for palm product,

Q = 264 X 3600

720

Export Products

D Palm Product

iiiGroundnut

o Cocoa

DHide

DRubber

•• Others

Fig 3.1: Pie chart of Nigerian Export Commodities

The Pie Chart is used to illustrate a discrete form of data; hence it is
used in a nominal scale.

Simple Bar Chart also is used a nominal scale since it is independ-
ent of each variable. The commodity or scores or class in Table 3.5
is on the horizontal axis while frequencies are on the vertical axis.
Again, we require consistency, there must be equal spacing and
drawn to scale. A graph sheet is needed. Using Table 3.5 for the pie
chart above, we can draw a simple bar chart, as shown in the fol-
lowing example.

S 7
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300
250
200
150
100
50
o I I•

Table 3.2: Simple Bar Chart of Nigerian Export Commodities

We can also draw it with the bars being horizontal. This is done by
simply tilting the chart through angle 90 in a clockwise direction as
shown in the next figure.

Others

Rubber •
Hide

Cocoa -Groundnut

Palm Products

a 50 100 150 200 250 300

Figure 3.3: Simple Bar Chart of Nigerian Export Commodities
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Multiple Bar Chart

In this case, we allow for comparison. So, when we have more than
one item on our bar chart we need a multiple bar chart, it is used to
compare different distribution at different times. We can therefore
consider the Table 3.6. It shows the Nigeria's export crops for the
different years from 1986to 1988.

Table 3.6: Weights of products in metric tonnes

1986 1987 1988
Palm
Product 264,000 250,000 275,000
Groundnut 250,000 132,000 150,000
Cocoa 20,000 200,000 50,000

.- Hide.i. 5,000 80,000 200,000-
Rubber 105,000 100,000 200,000
Others 75,000 100,000 200,000

The table is illustrated with Fig 3.4.

300,000
250,000
200,000;
150,000
100,000
50,000

a

.1986

mJ 1987

.1988

Fig. 3.4: Multiple Bar Chart of Nig. Export Commodities 1986-88
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Histograms

Histograms are also bar charts but no space is left between bars
thereby showing the continuity of data. Histograms are constructed
with data having interval sales.

Display the data below using histogram

Table 3.7: Scores of Students in Mathematics

Scores Frequency Scores Frequency

89.59090.5 1 83.58484.5 2

88.58989.5 2 92.58383.5 2

87.58888.5 2 81.58282.5 1

88.58787.5 1 80.58181.53 3

85.58685.5 1 99.58080.5 1

84.58585.5 0

3.5
3

2.5
2

1.5
1

I I0.5
0

Fig. 3.5: Histogram of Students' Scores in Mathematics.
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Frequency polygon

Frequency polygon can be shown on a drawn histogram. Consider
the scores obtained by a group of students displayed in Table 3.8

25

20

15
:,.;,;- .<t •••

~.
"'" . . •..
10

5

o
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

Fig. 3.6: Frequency Polygon of Students' Scores

Note the following:

i. Leave out one variable} e.g. year} item} score, etc., be-
fore.vou continue on the horizontal so as to accom-
modate the real limit.

ii. The frequency should be on the vertical axis.
iii. Frequency is spread over the real limits.
iv. The graph should form % of the whole sheet.
v. Mark out the mid-point of each bar and join them to-

gether starting from the left-out space (variable).

Study the following table.
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Table 3.8: Studetin: Scores in Basic Science

I" Class interval Real limits Mid-points Frequency

95 - 99 94.5 -99.5 97 3
90 - 94 89.5 - 94.5 92 7
85 - 89 84.5 - 89.5 87 9
80 - 84 79.5 - 84.5 82 13
75 - 79 74.5 -79.5 77 20
70 - 74 69.5 -74.5 72 23
65 - 69 64.5 - 69.5 67 17
60 - 64 59.5 - 64.5 62 10
55 - 59 49.5 - 54.5 57 12
50 - 54 44.5 - 49.5 47 11
45 -49 39.5 -44.5 42 8
35 - 39 34.5 - 39.5 37 7 -:

"

30-34 29.5 - 34.5 32 6

Differences between Histogram and Frequency Polygon

For histogram, the frequency is within the real limits but with the
polygon, it lies at mid-point, i.e. the frequency is evenly distributed
in the histogram but it is not evenly distributed in the frequency
polygon.

Measures of Central Tendency

The measures of central tendency are: (i) the mean, (ii) the median,
and (iii) the mode. They are the various forms of averages that de-
scribe the group or sample concerned, e.g. the average mark of a
class is the typical or overall performance of the class. Thus, the
average is better than any form of data arrangement as it aids to
determine the typical performance of a group. It also helps to com-
pare individual performance groups and comparison between
groups.

Mean of Group with Ungrouped Data

Assume v-e have the following scores for 10 student-

N
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18,39,21,48,50,28,41,22,34,24.
Based on these figures, let us now work out the mean.

Mean = X = 2:X = Total Score Observed
N No of Observations

= 18 + 39 + 21 + 48 + 50 + 28 + 41 + 22 + 34 + 24
10

= 323
10

= 32.3
Sometimes, there are repetitions of scores. Consider the following:

Scores X F FX

23 1 23
35 2 70
46 2 92
51 2 102
60 3 180
62 2 124
68 1 68
70 2 140

2:f = 15 2:fX = 799

Mean = X = 2:fX
'Ef

= 799
15

= 53.3
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When ranges are involved, the following procedure obtains.

Table 3.9: Ranges of Students' Scores in Mathematics

range Mid-point f fX
55 -59 57 2 114
50-54 52 4 208
45-49 47 10 470
40-44 42 16 672
35-39 37 23 851
30-34 32 : 10 320
25-29 27 10 270
20-24 22 5 110

rf =80 rfX = 3015
-

Mean = X; L:fX = 3015
L:f 80

= 37.69

Method of Assumed Mean

• We can use any of the midpoints to be the assumed mean.
e We subtract each of the scores from the assumed mean.

Here is an example, worked out.

Let the assumed mean be 37 = Xo
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Table 3.10: Scores of Students in Mathematics
I

Class X (Xi - Xo) = d F F(Xi - Xo)fdI

55 - 59 57 +20 2 +40

50 - 54 52 + 15 4 +60

45 - 49 47 +10 10 +100

40 - 44 42 +5 16 +80

35 - 39 37 a 23 a
30 - 34 32 -5 10 -50

25 - 29 27 -10 10 -100

20 - 24 22 -15 5 -75
, -

l2f= 80

l2f(Xi - Xo) = +55

l2f(Xi - Xo)
l2f

X

= +55
80

= 0.69

= Assumed mean + 2:f(Xi - Xo)
l2f

= Xo + l2f(Xi - Xo)
If

= 37 + 0.69

= 37.69

Median of a Distribution

This is the middle score or point that divides the distribution
into two equal parts. This score is not affected by the size of
other scores in the distribution and independent of the ex-
tremes. It is concerned with the position of the score. It is not
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affected by extreme scores, e.g. 4, 5, 7, 8, 11. It can be used
where the distribution is skewed. In a skewed distribution, one
can depend on the median rather than the mean because the
mean of such a distribution gives a poor picture of a class.
There are two main types of skew, the negative and the posi-
tive. Study the following two charts.

50

10

40

30

20

o
6

:~:...

Fig. 3.7: Negative Skew

A negative skew occurs when very few students fail in any
mastery learning exercise. However, oftentimes, in the school
system, what we obtain most often is the positive skew where
few students pass and many fail. This is well illustrated in the
following chart.
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70

60

50

40

30

20

10

o

Fig.3.B: Positive Skew

To get the median when N = odd (N number of data or scores),
e.g. 17, 13, 11, 18, 14.

Method: Arrange the scores in order of magnitude from the
highest in the group, e.g. 18, 17, (14) 13, 11

Median = 14

To get the median when N = even, e.g. 4,5, 7, 8, 10, 11. In this
example, the median is the average of the two scores at the
centre. The centre scoresare 7 and 8.

Median = 7 + 8
2

= 15
2

= 7.5

To get the median where there is a repetition of scores, the
following procedure can be used:
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Table 3.9: Cumulative Frequency of Students' Scores in Math

CLASS F Cumulative Frequency

55-59 2 80

50-54 4 78

45-49 10 74

40-44 16 64

35-39 23 48

30-34 10 25

25-29 10 15

20-24 5 5

Median, Md = L+ (N/2 - fb)i
Fw

Where N = Total no of scores

L = lower class limit where the median lies/falls

fb = sum ofthe frequencies below the lower limit.

N/2 = half of the total scores.

i = class size of class width.

fw .::frequency of the class at which.the median lies.

For the example being considered, the following would obtain.

N = 80

fb = 25

fw = 23

C=5
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Md = 34.5 + (80!2 - 25) X5
23

= 34.5 + (40 - 25) X 5
23

= 34.5 + (15 X 5)
23

= 34.5 + 75
23

Md = 37.8

Mode

This is the item or score with the highest frequency. In the
scores given earlier, i.e. no, 11, 12, 10, 10, 12, io, 12, 12, 13,
13, 12], the figure 12 is the mode because it occurs 5 times eS
against the 4 times for figure 10 and 2 times for figure 13. '

We could have a bi-modal distribution where there are two
modal values. It is easy to obtain but less dependent, it fluctu-
ates most often due to the factor of sampling.

Properties of Mean, Median and Mode of a Distribution

Example: If we have the following distribution: 4, 5, 7, 8, 11,
the mean = 35 = 7, which is also the median.

5

In another distribution like 4, 5, 7, 8, 19; the mean is different
from 7, but the median is still 7. The mean as we know is the
total of the figures, divided by the number of scores, i.e.

43 = 8.6
5

Again, consider the following figures: 0, 5, 7, 8, 1l.

The mean is 31 = 6.2, but the median is not different.
5
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We can therefore conclude that:

a. The mean is really the balancing point of distribution (that
is the reason why it shifts) because the sum of deviation of
the mean from each of the elements in the data will be
zero.

b. It reflects all the scores in the distribution, i.e. a change in
anyone affects the mean.

c. It is most resistant to sampling fluctuation.
d. It is used in all other statistical analyses.

Measures of Variability or Dispersion

There are different measures of variability, namely:

a. The range
b. Semi-inter-quartile range
c. Variance
d. Standard deviation

The Range

This is a measure of variability and is the difference between the
highest and the lowest scores in the distribution. Consider the fol-
lowing distribution: 8, 11, 12, 2,9,5.

The lowest number is 2 and the highest is 12, but the real limits are
1.5 to 2.5 and for 12, these 11.5 to 12.5., Sothe difference between
1.5 and 12.5, i.e. 11, is what the range truly is. Some texts would
use the formula Highest - Lowest + 1, i.e. in this case 12 - 2 + 1.

Range takes into consideration only the two extreme scores and
therefore it is not a true reflection of the variability of all the scores
in the distribution. For instance the series, 8, 11, 1, 2, 9, 5, has the
same range_[of 11] as in the example above, whereas the figures
are different. Again, all other scores may be changed provided the
changes do not affect both the upper and the lower scores. Hence,
we do not have a good reflection of the variability of all the scores
in the distribution.
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Semi-interquartile range

A distribution can be divided into four equal points and each point
of the division as a quarter; Q1, Q2, Q3, and Q4 will represent each
one.

The quarter deviation is the difference between Q3 and Q1. But the
semi-quarter is the half of quarter deviation.

Q = Q3-Q1
2

.We use the formula for median to calculate the second quarter,
thus

md = L + (N/2 - fb) i
fw

Q1 = L + (N/4-fb) i
fw

Q3 = L + (3N/4-fb) i
fw

Variance

Variance is the mean square deviation, i.e. taken from the mean.
The formula is S2 = I(Xi - X) 2

N-l
Or S = L{(Xi - Xl 2}X

N-1 for N ~ 30

{N -1}
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Xi Xi-X =d 02

3 -3 9
3 -3 9
3 -3 9
6 0 0
6 0 0
9 3 9
12 6 36

Table 3 1()' Deviation Squared

52 = variance

= 72/6
= 12

52 "12 = 3.46
There is computation formula for determining the standard devia-
tion of a distribution.

5 = vNLX2 - (LX) 2 for N:::;30
N(N -1)

X X2
3 9
3 9
3 9
6 36
6 36
9 81
12 144

52 = 7 X 324 - (42)2
7 X 6

= 2268 - 1764
42
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= 594
12

SD = 3.46
Standard deviation and variance for distribution without fre-
quencies

5 = N2:X2 - (2:X) l
N(N -1)

For distribution with' frequencies, we make use of the frequency
formula, such as

= N2:fX2 - (2:fXl)
N(N -1)

This is illustrated in the following example.

:;toues.ii. Cumuiotive Frequency Distribution of Moths Scores

Class F Mid point Fx Fx X Mid Cum Freq

55 -59 1 57 57 3249 50
50 -54 1 52 52 2704 49
45 -49 3 47 141 6627 48
40 -44 4 42 168 7056 45
35 -39 6 37 222 8214 41
30 -34 7 32 224 7168 35

."-". .-

25 -29 12 27 324 8748 28
20 -24 6 22 132 2904 16

..

15-19 8 17 136 2312 10
10 -14 2 12 24 288 2

LX = 345 ~FX = 1480 2:fXl = 13965.-- •.•...-
'J
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=

.'

NLfX2 - (LfX) 2

N2

50 X49270 - (1480)2
50 X50

2463500 - 2190400
2500

273100
2500

109.24

= 10.45

=

=

=
S.D

Percentiles

A percentile point is a score that is arrived at by using either the
ogive or th~ formula. In case of %, cumulative frequency curve
(ogive) the frequencies are displayed as stages along the vertical
axis, which means a distribution starting from 0 to 100%. For ex-
ample, 10 percentile is a score that corresponds to 10% of the
score, e.g. 16.5 fromthe graph. The rank of the score 16.5 is 10 or
0.1.

The rank can go from 0 to lor 1 to 100. It could also be written as

P.12 = iz" percentile
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Table 3.12: Cumulative Distribution Table

Score Freq Cum Freq % cum freq
." .. --

55-59 1 50 100
--

50-54 1 49 98

45-49 3 48 96
- -

40-44 4 45 90
-_.

35-39 6 41 82
_.-

30-34 7 35 70
-.- ---

25-29 12 28 56
._- -

20-24 6 26 32
..

15 -19 8 10 20
-_.

10-14 2 2 4
.. -- -.

x :;: 1 +(N.P - Fb.U
Fw

Where X is the percentile point

L is the limit of the score or class

N :;:total no of the score

p:: percentile rank from 0 to 1

Fb ;: sum of frequency below the lower and upper limit

Fw:;: frequency at no of the %tile point line

L :;: class sizeor interval

The formula for the percentile rank is

Pn :;:fw (X -1) + fb
Ni
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Find the score that corresponds to so" percentile rank

L = 29.5

NP = 50 X0.6 = 30

Fb = 26

Fw = 7

=5

X = 29.5 + (30 - 28) X 5
7

= 29.5 + 2/7 X 5 = 29.5 + 10/7

= 29.5 + 1.43

= 30.93 ,
;

2. Determine the percentile rank for a score 31

X =31

L = 29.5

Fb = 28

=5

PR = fw (X-1) + ifb
IN

= 7 X 1.5 + 5 X 28

= 10.5 + 140
250

= 150.5--
250

= 0.602

:::;0.6
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Application

Percentiles are ordinals in scale of measurement and can be used

to:

a. find the relative position of each individual,
b. find the percentile of below or above cut-off points,
c. find the pass mark, that is if you want,
d. compare performance in different subjects over a period of

time in a class.

Correlation

The word, [correlation' can be divided into two, i.e. co and relation.
Co means joint while relation means association. Hence correlation
means joint association.

Height and .weight are correlated, i.e. as height increases, weight
should also increase. Similarly, time and temperature, 1.0. and
achievement, age and fertility, area and radius of circle, etc., are
positively related. However, age of a car and its resale value, force
of attraction and distance, etc., are negatively related.

Examples of things that are not related are shoe size and income,
weight and I.Q., height and I.Q., etc.

When two things are related, it does not mean that one causes the
other. Rather, the implication is that the two have a tendency to
move in the same direction.

There are two things to note about a correlation index:

1. Strength or magnitude of the correlation index.
2. Direction (sign either +ve or -ve) of the correlation index.

Uses of Correlation Index

Correlation index helps to predict performance of stu-
dents. Thus, correlation is used as an instrument of predic-
tion, e.g. if a JAMB examination for selection of students
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for Engineering happens to correlate with their perform-
ance in the University examination in Engineering. Thus,
JAMB is said to be valid for selecting students for Engi-
neering. This sort of validity is called predictive validity.

b. It helps to ascertain the reliability of a test, i.e. how stable
and consistent the student performance is with time over
a test. We do this by Test-Retest method. This determines
stability coefficient.

c. We use it also to test for equivalence. By this we are de-
termining the coefficient of equivalence. Preparing two
different tests, one as original and the second as parallel,
to the old test. They should not differ in content but in
structure and they should be measuring the same thing.
Coefficient of equivalence tells us how comparable the
two tests are.

d. We use it to determine internal consistency of a test. This
could be done by split half reliability. This tells us how
each item in a part is related to another item in another
part of the test.

We will discuss two types of correlation, one non-parametric
(Spearman Rank Order Correlation (r5)) and the other paramet-
ric {Pearson Product Moment Correlation 'r').

A parametric test is used when we are sure that the data are
normally distributed but non-parametric is used when we are
sure that the data are not normally distributed.

Spearman Rank Order Correlation (rs)

Condition for Use

The two sets of data must be in ordinal form or at least one of
them should be in ordinal form. The formula is given as:

rs = 1 - 6LD2
N (N2 - 1)
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Where 0 = difference between pairs of ranks

and N = total number of pairs.

The order in which 15 students in a class submitted their test
papers and the scores obtained by these students are as fol-
lows.

Table 3.13: Order of Submission and scores obtained

Student Order of Scores Rank 0 02

submission
A 1 28 9.5 8.5 72.25
B 2 21 14 12 144
C 3 22 12.5 9.5 90.25
0 4 22 12.5 8.5 72.25
E 5 .1 32 6 1 1
F 6 36 3 3 9
G 7 33 5 2 4
H 8 39 1 7 49
I 9 25 11 2 4
J 10 30 8 2 4
K 11 20 15 4 16

L 12 28 9.5 2.5 6.25

M 13 31 7 6 36
N 14 38 2 12 144

0 15 34 4 11 121

rs = 1- 62:02

N (N2 - 1)

= 1- 6 X 773
15(225-1)

= 1- 6 X77
15 X 224
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= 1 - 4638
3360

= 1- 1.38

= -0.38
The meaning of negative correlation is that as one variable is
increasing, the other variable is decreasing. It means that
those who submitted later perform better than those who
submitted earlier. The correlation is not a perfect one because
it is less than 1.

Pearson Product Moment Correlation '1"

The two sets of data should be at least in the interval form; it
then means that we cannot use it for ordinal and nominal
forms. 'Tne ass~ciation between the variables should be linear,
e.g. time spent on a journey depends on the distance.

The formula is

rxy = NLXY LXLY
VNLX2 - (L:X}2 NL:y2 - (Ly)2

Consider the following scores obtained on two subjects.

[X = Physics; Y = Mathematics]

-- ---_._._-,_ ..

X Y X2 yl XY
3 8 9 64 24
2 7 4 49 14
4 7 16 49 28
5 10 25 100 50
1 5 1 25 5
7 11 49 121 77

Total 22 48 104 408 198
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Fxv = N~x'-y_
vN~x/

~x:;y.
:_x): N~y2 - (Ly)2

= 6 X 198 - 22 X48
v(6 X 104 - 484) (6 X 408 - 2304)

= 1188 -1056
v(624 - 484) (2448 - 2304)

= 1188 -1056
v(140) (144)

= 132
v(20160)

= 132
141.99

= 0.9296

= 0.93

The correlation is very high, since it is positive. It shows that
the 2 sets of scores are linearly related, i.e. the increase of
scores in Physics is as a result of the students' knowledge of
Mathematics.

Relationship between, and ,2

'r' determines the relation between the 2 variables while r2 is
known as coefficient of determination which gives the amount
of variance in the dependent variables explained by the inde-
pendent variable.

e.g. rxy = 0.92, r2= (0.92) 2 = 0.8464 = 0.85

If r2 = 0.85, then 85% of the variances in the Maths score is
due to students' ability to spell in any situation.

e.g.

r 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0

r2 0.01 0.02 0.09 0.16 0.25 0.36 0.49 0.64 0.81 1.00
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When r ranges from 0.1 to 1, then r2 ranges from 0.01 to 1.

From the above, it is clear that the amount of variance explained by
a correlation of 0.7 is below 50%.

i.e. if r < 0.7, then r2 < 50%

Thus, whether r is -ve or +ve, it does not affect the value of r2.
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CHAPTER FOUR

EVALUATION OF STUDENT
ACI-llEVEMENT TESTS
Nature

It should, first of all, be pointed out that the purpose of evaluation
is to make a sound judgment about the worth or quality of an edu-
cational programme. Of course, this can be said also of other types
of programmes, including workers' or students' performance. That
is what most evaluators attempt to do when students' achieve-
ments are to be evaluated. However, the goal is not only to de-

','/ ' .scrtbeiwhatthe students-or employees can do but also to seek an-
swers to such questions as "How good is the level of students'
achievement?" "How good is the educational programme?" "Is it
worth it?" These are called value questions that require the exer-
cise of judgment.

It would rather be professionally unethical to teach without evalu-
ating the extent of learning. So, achievement tests are designed to
measure the effects of a particular programme of instruction or
training. They are described as terminal evaluation of students'
status on the completion of a course of study. Achievement tests
are used as a predictor of future learning.

It is better to say that tests usually work better than subjective
judgments. Since teachers are the greatest users and producers of
tests, if tests were not available, the only way would be to adopt
the subjective evaluation of teachers and students.

Some educators, who might suggest achievement tests are not
necessary in schools probably because they have become frus-
trated by the disadvantages of tests, are not likely to argue that
evaluation is not needed. From the foregoing, it stands to reason
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that if achievement tests were abandoned, other means of assess-
ing students would have to be used. Thus far, no replacement has
been discovered. This, by implication, shows the prominent posi-
tion of achievement tests in the evaluation process. Therefore, the
functions of achievement tests include the following:

a. Achievement tests measure students' achievement. They
therefore contribute to the evaluation of educational pro-
gress. They help teachers and instructors to assign mean-
ingful and accurate grades. In assigning these grades ac-
curately, teachers and instructors should take up the re-
sponsibilities very seriously because the grades are re-
ported to students and their parents in order to show how
effective they have been in the classroom.
The above function' now leads us to the next relevant one,
which is' the provision" of Information on the teacher's:'
quality of instruction. Achievement tests have a telling ef-
fect on the teacher's quality of instruction if his tests are
badly constructed or if he does not teach what he is test-
ing, or if he fails to sample adequately what he is sup-
posed to sample.
Another important function of achievement tests is to mo-
tivate and direct student learning. Experience has shown
that students tend to study very hard when an examina-
tion is drawing near, and emphasis is always on those ar-
eas that are likely to be tested if they are aware of the fact
that they will be tested. If they are aware of the fact that
they will be tested and the tests also measure the essen-
tial course objective, certainly the students will be highly
motivated. A well kept progress chart in the class can also
motivate the students especially if the information can be
used to counselor direct individual students concerning
their performance. It can also be a source from which the
learner can get direct information about how he is fairing
in the class.
Achievement tests also serve other useful educational
functions. One of these is in the process of building them,

.
J •

b.

c.

d.
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it should cause instructors to think carefully objectively
about the objectives of instruction in a course. The build-
ing process should enable the instructors to define their
objectives operationally most especially in an achievable
or measurable way.

e. Achievement test results also serve as useful information
for administrative judgments. For instance, at the end of
each academic year, students are normally promoted to
the next classwhile those who do not attain the expected
standard are retained in the same class. Some of the stu-
dents may even be asked to withdraw from the school. All
these decisions cannot be made without test results. Ad-
ministrative judgments are made about students on the
basis of students' performance in various tests.

Characteristics of a Good Test

A committed and dedicated teacher is supposed to have estab-
lished that the test he wants to administer on the students pos-
sesses the characteristics expected of a good test. He should do
this before any attempt is made at administering a test on his stu-
dents. The characteristics are discussed under the following head-
ings:

i. Validity
ii. Reliability
iii. Discrimination
iv. Difficulty level
v. Efficiency or economy of the test

Validity

Validity refers to how accurate a test measures what it purports to
measure. To put it more learnedly, it refers to how accurate a test
measuring what is supposed to measure. In other words, we ask -
does the test measure all we want it to measure and nothing but
what we want it to measure? If for example a test is designed to
measureinte/ligence, that test should measure intelligence only.
However, if the test measures knowledge of Maths instead of in-
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telligence, the test would not be valid. But if the test measures in-
telligence and nothing more, then it is said to be valid. It should be
pointed out that validity refers to the test result and not the test
instrument itself. .

Another important factor relating to validity is that it is specific to
.sorne specific purposes. And this should explain why we have
types of validity such as content validity, predictive validity and
construct validity.

Reliability

Reliability is another characteristic of a good classroom test. It re-
fers to the precision and the consistency with which a test instru-
ment measures a sample of behaviour. Learnedly put, it is used to
describe one of the most significant properties' of a set of test
scores, that is how consistent or error free the measurements are.
•.• ~ r ""- _. - • •

The foregoing implies that when a test instrument is used, it may
not be possible to have exactly the same test result all the time
but an individual should remain nearly the same in repeated
measurements if the test produces a reliable result.

A very good example of this is a.situation where a teacher gives a
test to his students in English Languagethis week. He scores them
and keeps their scores. He may again give the same test material
or a similar one to the same set of students the following week.
Again, he scores the students on the test. He can now compare
the results obtained from the tests at the two instances, in order
to establish whether or not the patterns of distribution of scores
are the same for the two tests. He may want to know if the two"
tests agree since scores by some students are very good, good,
average, poor and so on. The relationship between the two sets of
test results is often discussed in terms of 'correlation coefficient'.
Like validity, reliability is a matter of degree, and thus we talk of
high or low coefficient or reliability.

Method of estimating reliability

The following are the different methods of estimating reliability:
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i. Test-retest method
ii. Equivalence/ parallel form method
iii. Split-half method, and
iv. Kuder-Richardson method

i. Test-retest method

This method is a measure of stability. In test-retest method, the
same test is repeated on the students on two different occasions.
The time lag between the two administrations may be some hours,
days or weeks. The resulting test scores are then correlated. The
correlation coefficient obtained provides a measure of stability of
the test.

ii. Equivalence / parallel form method

- This' 'is another method of estimating reliability and it involves giv-
ing the two forms of the test to the same set of students within a
given time. A teacher or an evaluator may decide to correlate the
two forms of the test and the correlation co-efficient obtained
gives a measure of equivalence. This shows the degree to which
both forms of the test measure the sample of behaviour.

It should be pointed out that if the correlation coefficient is high
then it implies that both forms of the test measure the same con-
tent equivalently. If, however, the correlation coefficient is low, it
implies that the two forms of the test do not sample the content in
the same manner with equal difficulty.

iii. Split-half procedure

In the i split-half method ?f estimating rellabilitv, test is adminis-
tered to the students once, and then divided into two equal halves
for scoring purposes. This therefore affords the test administrator
the opportunity of getting two scores for each student and ulti-
mately two sets of scores from a single test. The test administrator
splits the test into halves in order to get the even and odd num-
bered test items, which are scored as if they are from two separate
tests and the results are correlated to get a measure of internal
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consistency. This shows the extent to which each half of the test
represents one another.

However, if the correlation between the two sets is high, it is con-
cluded that the test as a whole possesses a high internal consis-
tency. On the other hand, a low correlation between the two
halves implies that the test possesses a low internal consistency.
Now, if an evaluator decides to estimate the reliability of the scores
based on the whole test (full length test) he may adopt the Spear-
man-Brown formula. This is shown below:

Reliability on full test = 2 X Reliability on X test
1 + Reliability on X test

It is necessary to reinstate at this juncture that, like equivalent form
procedure, split-half procedure does not take into account changes
in individual from time to time.

iv. Kuder-Richardson method

This is a method, which makes use of formulas developed by Kuder
and Richardson. The formula includes Kuder-Richardson formula 20
and Kuder-Richardson formula 21. This procedure basically as-
sumes that the items in the test are homogenous. In other words,
the items resemble one another in quality and characteristics. The
basic thing done here is to find the correlation between one item
and every other item in the test.

However, if it is discovered that an item is not consistent with the
others, such an item may be discarded. Kuder-Richardon formula is
applied to the result of any test which has been scored on the basis
of the number of correct answers. The formula is indicated below:

Reliability Estimate (KR21) = K 1- MK-M

Where

K = the number of items in the test
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M = the means of the test scores
S = the standard deviation (a measure of the spread of scores)
of the test scores

Discrimination

It is a well known fact that most of the classroom achievement
tests are norm-referenced. Norm-referenced tests are those that
measure differences among students. In other words, it involves
comparing a person's score with the average score of some rele-
vantgroup of people. Such tests would be expected to separate the
students into various groups according to their respective abilities.
Such tests should be able to discriminate between those students
who are above average, just average, and below average.

However, it should be stressed that all the students cannot reach
the same mastery level at the same time irrespective of the teach-
ing adopted by the teacher. This probably should further explain
why achievement test must .possess the quality of being able to
discriminate among the students.

Difficulty Level

This is another quality of a good achievement test. It refers to how
appropriate is the test in the sense of its difficulty with respect to
the testees. With respect to the quality of a good test, the test ad-
ministrator may want to know how many of the students can an-
swer the test items correctly. Test experts consider such factors as
age of the st. dents, their level and purpose of the test in fixing the
difficulty level of an achievement test .

. Ideally, we expect that a test should not be too difficult or too easy
for the students. It should be such that most students would be
able to score about 50% if they have been thoroughly and ade-
quately prepared. If however the difficulty level is high, very few
students will be able to score up to 50%.
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Efficiency (Economy)

This is another important characteristic quality of a good achieve-
ment test. Under this, we consider the time taken, availability of
equivalent form of the test, use of interpretation and application of
the test result, use of administration of the test, and the cost of
planning, constructing, administering and reporting the test results .

.These are some of the qualities which an efficient and economic
achievement test is expected to possess.

Types of Achievement Test

Test experts have classified achievement test using different pa-
rameters. Whereas some classify tests on the basis of the behav-
iour that is being measured, others classify them considering the
types of items contained in the test, the purpose of tests, etc.
However,. achievement tests may be classified on the basis of the
essay-type and theobiective type.

Essay type tests

The essaytest has been a very popular type of achievement test. Its
usage started earlier than 2300 BCin ancient China. It is described
as an attempt at answering questions in the form of continuous
connected writing in which the candidate is free to express himself
in his own way. The two main forms of essayinclude the following.

\

The extended response

In this type of essay, the students answer a small number of items.
The student is expected to organise his answers and express in his
own words - in a contlnuous connected form. A good example of
this is when candidates are asked to answer 4 questions out of 6 in
2X or 3 hours. In this case, the examiner carefully reads the essay
and awards a mark on the basis of the impression he has about
what the testee writes. An example of the kind of question we have
under this is:

a. Discussin detail the factors contributing to the downfall of
Okonkwo.

-- &1M2- .~."""",, -"'---~---
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b. Examine the advantages and disadvantages of the civilian
regime in Nigeria.

The Short-answer Essay

In this kind of test, the candidate is given a number of topics or
questions and he is askedto write briefly on them. It limits both the
content and the type of learner's response. The following is an ex-
ample of such a question.

a. Mention any four factors affecting learning.
b. Write about four sentences on any 2 of them.

Here, learners' opportunity to demonstrate such behaviour de-
manding greater freedom of response is extremely limited.

Advantages

i. Essay tests are very easy to prepare. An essay test may
contain up to two to twelve items as against what obtains
in objective tests, especially multiple choice items, each of
which is likely to have four alternative answers.

ii. An essay test requires the testees to express himself freely
in his own words.

iii. It can be used to measure higher levels of cognition. In
other words, students can be asked to analyse, synthesise,
apply and evaluate. This implies that when a teacher in-
tends to measure the higher levels of cognition, an essay
test is the best to use.

iv. It encourages students to learn how to organise their ideas
10f!:.:1l1yand coherently.

Disadvantages

i. Essay tests are not easy to mark even when marking
schemes are used. The major problem a scorer encounters
in this regard is subjectivity and/or objectivity in scoring.

ii. It is time consuming to score, unlike objective tests that
are very easy to score.

iii. It does not cover a large field of knowledge.
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. Essaytests are subject to bias in scoring. The teacher is in-IV.
f1uenced by some factors, which include good handwriting,
fatigue and halo effects.

Construction of Essay Tests

Let it be pointed out that the procedures for constructing essay
tests are almost the same as those used in the construction of ob-,
jective tests. The procedures include the following.

a. The, instructional objectives should be stated in specific
terms

b. The course content should be well outlined.
c. Prepare the table of specification (test blueprint).
d. The test items should now be written according to the ta-

ble of specification.
e. The essay question should be written in such a way that

the task is well defined instead of throwing the students
into the ocean of confusion.

Again, it should be stressed that the difference between the proce-
dures for constructing essay and objective tests is that the table of
specification for the essay type of test does not contain many items
like what obtains for objective testing. Another major difference is

. in the area of the writing of the essay test items that are different
from that of the objective test.

General Guidelines for the construction of essay questions

i. Questions that can easily be answered within a limited
time should be considered.

ii. Options or choices could be allowed, but this should be
within reasonable limit so that comparability of students'
achievements would be possible.

iii. While the test items can be increased, the length of an-
swers expected for each item can be reduced.

iv. As much as possible, asking for reproduction of facts from
textbooks or lecture notes should be avoided. This is espe-
cially when students in the upper levels ar . ivolved.

$
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v. Essay items should not be ambiguous. The testees should
be able to read and understand the items. They should not
have to resort to guess work as to what the questions de-
mand of them.

vi. Items or questions that are too general should be avoided.
A good example of an item that is too general is - 'Discuss
the essay type of testing'; or 'Discuss the concept of de-
mand and supply'.

vii. Items that are too difficult or too easy should not be con-
sidered at all. The difficulty level of the items should be in
tu ne with the age and the level of the students.

viii. Testees' response to the items should be marked using a
well prepared marking scheme.

Scoring the Essay Test

. In this section, we shall consider two different procedures for scor-
ing essay tests. This exercise should minimise the problem of sub-

jectivity and unreliability in the scoring of essay answers. The two
procedures are discussedbelow.

ill The scoring key procedure

With this procedure, a teacher is expected to prepare a marking
scheme or a scoring key. This is an outline of the expected answers
to the items, indicating the marks or points allotted to each item.
Such marking guide is drawn before any of the scripts is marked.
The teacher answers the questions himself and with this, he draws
out the possible points for which scores are then allotted. He
should make sure that all possible/alternative answers are thought

, of, and that the relative weight of each point is taken into consid-
eration in allotting marks to the points. The scorer should adhere
strictly to the marking points.

llil The impressionistic marking

In this procedure, the scorer is expected to mark an overall judg-
ment of the quality of a student's attempt. What he does is to read
through, and taking all factors into consideration, decide what
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score to award. He should not be influenced by any halo effect. He
is expected to score very objectively and thoroughly.

There is a pertinent question of removing or seriously minimising
the problems of subjectivity associated with the scoring of essay
scripts. For this, consider the following options.

a. The number of markers can be increased, and the average
of their ratings is established to represent the testee's
score. However, this is possible only where there are
more than one expert handling the course and both or all
of them can competently score the scripts.

b. If only a marker is involved in the scoring of the essay
scripts, then he should do the scoring twice. Or putting it
another way, he should mark first and then, a few days
later, he should revise the scoring.

. ._.' ."_ _ c.. If the essaytest consists of several items, 'the scorer may
score the answers to a particular item throughout all the
scripts, before then proceeding to the next item again
through all the scripts, and so on.

d. Eachanswer script should be scored without bothering to
see the name or number of the testees.

The Objective Type

The scoring procedure for objective items is clearly stated in ad-
vance of testing and this is why it is called objective. The student is
required to select only one response out of about four alternatives
or supply a missing fact or term, which is an answer to the ques-
tion. However, there are two main reasons why the objective test is
really objective. First is that the guidelines or rules for scoring are
very clear to both the teacher and the testees. The second is that,
becauseonly one answer is correct in each item, scoring is thus not
heavily prone to the teacher's subjective judgment. The testee is
therefore required to select only that answer which he considers is
correct while others are wrong.
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Types of Objective Tests

Objective tests are of various types. It may then be necessary to
examine the major ones that can be useful in the area of classroom
testing. So, the prominent types of objective tests include:

a. The true-false type
b. The fill-in type
c. The matching type
d. The multiple choice type

Now, let us examine each of these briefly.

The True-False Type

In this type of test, the testee is given some statements to which he
should respond. The statements are framed such that some are
correct while others' are wrong. The statements have to be marked
aseither 'True' or 'False'. Consider the following examples:

Mark 'T' or 'F' Statements

.................. i. lbadan is the capital of OsunState of Nigeria.
ii: Liberia is a country in Africa.

.................

From the examples, you would see that teachers would find this
type of questions easy to construct. For the student too it is fairly
easy to answer them. However, there are several shortcomings.
Chief among these is that this type of questions allows for a lot of
guess work. In fact, if a student who doesn't have any idea of the
topic decides to guess his way through a" the items, he has a 50%
chance of securing a pass.

The Fill-in Type

This is another type of objective test, which is most useful espe-
ciallv when it is necessary that testees must learn some dates,
names, items figures or facts. The teacher should first get several
statements based on the issues he has taught students. He then
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deliberately removes some key words from each statement and
requests that students should provide such missing words. Care
should be taken to ensure that the words removed are those that
carrv meaning relevant to the topic being examined. So, we are not
talking of such functional words like 'of, 'for', 'under', etc., but key
words like, for instance in Geography, 'valley', 'hill', 'mountain
range', etc. The principles guiding the construction of the items
include the following:

i. The best thing is to use at most one or two blank spaces
within eachitem.

ii. Only one term should sensibly complete the statement.
III. Only the important terms should be left blank.
iv. The blank space should be placed near the end of the sen-

tence.

-The Matching Type

Though the matching type is fading out in the evaluation of stu-
dents' achievement, it is still useful especially at the pre-primary
and primary levels. In this type of objective testing, the testees are
presented with two columns, each consisting of a list of names,
facts, places, etc. Each one in the first column can logically be
matched with another in the second column. The student's task is
to identify which item in Column A goes with which in Column B. If
it is well designed, it is a good test of establishing the testee's mas-
tery of the subject matter, for without a sound mastery of the con-
tent, a testee would not be able to identify which item corresponds
with which. Let us consider the following example which is set to
test a learner's knowledge of the capitals of the various states in
Nigeria.
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Capital cities States
A. lIorin 1. Niger State
B. Ibadan 2. Rivers State
C. Lagos 3. Kwara State
D. Minna 4. Ekiti State

5. Kano State
. 6. Oyo State

7. Lagos State
For this type of test, the following should be noted carefully:

a. The'items in the right column should relate to those in the
left column. In the present case, the relationship is geo-

,,- ... ",'. graphical, those on the left being capital cities of states
listed in the right column.

b. The test instructions should clearly state how the match-
ing exercise is to be performed.

c. The matching should be done neatly such that it will not
be clumsy.

d. The list containing the answers [i.e. the right column]
should contain a few more items than those on the left.
This is because it is a little more difficult to guess one's
way to a pass if one does not master the content.

The Multiple Choice Type

Of the four major types of objective tests, the most widely ap-
plicable is the multiple choice type. This type of test is used to
measure simple learning outcomes and learning tasks involving
knowledge, understanding and application. In this type, the
testee is required to choose one alternative response to a
stated problem. Consider the following examples:
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1. Chief Obafemi Awolowo, the Nigerian stateman, died in

a. 1960 b. 1980 c. 1987 d. 1991
2. In which year did the elder statesman Chief Obafemi Awolowo

die?
a. 1960 b.1980 c. 1987 d. 1991

It would be noticed that for the first example, a gap is given and
this is to be filled in by choosing one of the options in alternatives
'a' to 'd'. In the second example, the same content is tested, but
this time by giving a full statement question which can be answered
by choosing one of the alternatives in 'a' to 'd'.

When constructing multiple choice items, the following rules
should be carefully adhered to.

i. There should be a very clear problem in the stem of the
item. Note that the stem of an item refers to the part con-
taining the problem either as a question or an incomplete
statement.

ii. The problem should clearly point to the theme of the cor-
rect alternative.

iii. The alternatives that are incorrect should be reasonably
related to the problem.

iv. The alternatives should be grammatically consistent with
the stem of the item.

v. Efforts should be made in making correct alternatives not
to be consistently different in appearance from correct al-
ternatives.

VI. The correct alternatives should be so worded that they are
thoroughly and clearly plausible.

vii. The alternatives for each item should be randomly or-
dered.

viii. The incorrect alternatives should be framed such that they
are thoroughly wrong but reasonable enough to catch the
interest of the weak testees.

ix. The items should be worded in very simple, clear. and cor-
rect language.
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x. Alternatives such as 'None of the above', 'Both A and B', or
'All the above', should be strictly avoided.

xi. Grammatical cues and sentence structures that give away
the correct alternatives should be avoided.

xii. In the problem statements, negatives should be sparingly
used.

xiii. The alternatives should be homogenous in relation to the
knowledge that is being measured.

It should be noticed from the examples given earlier on that each
multiple choice item consists of three parts, viz:

a. The stem; b. The key; and c. The distracters.

The stem contains the question to the testees, e.g.

In which year did the elder statesman Chief Obafemi Awo/owo
die?

That contains, really, the kernel of the issue. It is the content that is
being tested. Sometimes, this question part is also called the stem
or the rubric. Even when this part of the item is stated as an in-
complete statement, which then has to be filled in by choosing one
of the alternatives, it is still correct to describe it as the question
part, or the stem or rubric.

Next, the key is the correct alternative, to be chosen from among
'a' to 'd'. It is thus one of the alternatives.

The distracters are the alternative responses other than the correct
answer. The function of the alternatives is to distract the attention
of the testee from the correct answer. So, they should be almost as
correct as, or as attractive as, the key itself. Now, it requires some
experience and expertise to draft credible alternatives that would
carefully tuck away the key answer among the distracters, without
giving away the key.

Advantages of Objective Test Items

i. They are 'objective' because they require the pupil to se-
lect correct answers from given options. Besides, in scor-
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ing them, there cannot be any room for subjectivity from
the part of the teacher.

ii. They efficiently measure knowledge of facts.
iii. The teacher can use this method to cover a very wide field

of knowledge, something which is not very possible with
essay type of questions.

iv. They are very easy to score.
v. It is very easy to determine its content validity and the

possibility of a wider coverage because they require the
writing of many questions.

Disadvantages of Objective Test Items

i. They are not easy to prepare.
ii. They are time consuming to prepare.
iii. They cannot be used to measure how students organise

their thoughts.
iv. Thev cannot be used to measure the higher order behav-

iours such as analysis, synthesis and evaluation.

Test Administration, Scoring and Item Analysis

Administering the Test

It has been pointed out that multiple choice items are very difficult
to construct. If therefore we have a well-constructed test, this
should be administered under perfect conditions in order not to

, render it invalid. The teacher must provide a favourable atmos-
phere for obtaining testees' good responses. The testees must be
given a fair chance to demonstrate their ability to achieve signifi-
cantly.

The, test constructor, invigilator or the teacher administering the
test should note that provision is made for the following:

a. Clear and unambiguous instructions;
b. Removal of all things that can distract the testees' attention;
c. Adequate work space for all;
d. A room with proper light and ventilation;
e. A quiet environment;
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f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.

I.

Reduction of anxiety;
comfortable seats and tables;
Adequate motivation to perform;
Lack of threat from the teacher or invigilator;
Avoidance of unnecessary talking before or during the test;
Giving hints to testees who ask about individual items should
be avoided; and
Cheating must not be allowed.

Scoring the test

It has been pointed out earlier that one of the advantages of the
multiple choice test isthat it is very easy to score, most especially if
adequate instructions had been given on the question paper. For
each item, only one possible answer is provided. If it is truly a very
good objective test, a scoring key is available indicating the answer
for each item. The most plausible way of obtaining total score for
each student is to simply count the number of correct answers.

The common practice in Nigeria is that teachers assign marks to the
number of correct answers. For example, in an objective test of 100
items, if a testee attempts all of them but gets 60 right, he then has
60 out of 100 marks. However, a controversial aspect of this issue is
a situation where a testee might have some correct answers
through guess work, especially in True/False items, with only two
options, and in which one is correct and the other is wrong. Experi-
ence has shown that testees also do guess work in multiple choice
items. In the light of these, it has been argued that testees should
be penalised for such guesswork.

If a teacher wants to penalise students for guessing, there are two
formulae that can be used. The first is for True/False items while
the second is for the multiple choice test where there are usually 5
options. Let us consider the following example:

i. If there are 80 items of True/False with only two options and
a student has 60 correct. In order to correct for the possibil-
ity of guessing, the following formula can be used:
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ii.

R- W = 60 - 20 = 40
2-1 2-1

This means that the student who got 60 out of the possible
maximum of 80 in the True/False test will now have 40 after
the correction for guessing.
Again, if a multiple choice test has 80 items and the student
scores 60, the same formula applies; but then study the final
result this time.

R- W = 60 - 20 = 60 - 5 = 55
5-1 5-1

Why different final scores? The difference in the final score
is that the penalty for the student in the easier T/F test is
more severe than it is for the student in the more difficult
multiple objective test. The fact is that there are more

. chances for guessing in the T/F test, with fewer distracters,
y._ !'-:r '_~'/; _" .~ '" , :•

.ana so the penalty there is more severe.

As for the formula itself, the following is the key:
R= is the number of correct answers by the testee;
W = is the number of wrong answers;
N = is the number of alternatives or options given.

Test Analysis
On the basis of what ha~been advanced thus far on the multiple
choice items, it is very clear that it is expedient to appraise the ef-
fectiveness of individual test items. This process is described sim-
ply as ITEM ANALYSIS.This is carried out after the test has been
administered and scored. Items are analysed qualitatively and
quantitatively. If this is done qualitatively, the content and form of
each item are seriously considered whereas statistical properties
are considered for quantitative analysis. In other words, content
validity is one of the activities in qualitative analysis while item va-
lidity, item difficulty and discrimination power are done under the
quantitative analysis.
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Irrespective of the purpose of a test, its adequacy depends mainly
on the care with which the items in the test have been selected.
The foregoing implies that in order to select the items objectively,
it is mandatory to go through item analysis procedure in a very
careful manner.

Steps in item analysis procedure
The following steps should be considered in item analysis proce-
dure:
i. Each of the testees should be scored on the test. This

could be done in the following manner:
a. The incorrectly answered items are marked. The

marks are added up and scored.
b. The correctly answered items are marked. The marks

are added up and scored .
.- -°ii:-: The scripts are 'arranged in descending order, that is, in

order of merit, putting the highest first and the least be-
low.

iii. You can now multiply the number of pupils who took the
test (N) by 27% and round up the result to the nearest
whole number.

Let us consider the following example:

N = 50

= N X27
100

;; 50 X 27
100

= 13.5
iv. The total obtained from step 3 should be the number of scripts
to be counted from the top, and this forms the high group de-
noted with RH or HH.

v. For this step, count the same number of scripts from the bot-
tom which forms the low group denoted with RL or WL.
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*Please note that the middle 46% are not used for item analysis
purposes.

On the basis of the steps highlighted above, the discrimination
power and the difficulty level of each item can be calculated thus:

a. Discrimination power = RH - RL.
Note that the larger the difference between RH and RL, the
higher the discrimination will be.

b. Item difficulty = Total number of examinees right
Total number of examinees X 100

The value of difficulty level obtained depends on the way the
scripts are scored, that is, whether you mark and record wrong or
right responses.

Item Selection

For classroom achievement tests, the items to be selected must be
good under discrimination and item difficulty. As a matter of fact,
the type of items selected in a test depends largely on the use to be
made of the test.

It is expected that good test items should have discrimination indi-
ces of 0.30 or more. On the basis of item difficulty, items around
50% difficulty level should be selected; that is, between 40% and
60%. It is imperative that classroom tests have all the items with
none of them too easy or too difficult.

Interpreting the test results

Another important stage in this chapter is grading and interpreting
the raw scores. After scoring the students' scripts, the results ob-
tained are usually called raw scores. It should be pointed out that
these scores are meaningless until a grade and evaluative interpre-
tation are given to the performance of each student. This attempt
is necessary in order to make the scores meaningful either for ad-
vice or administrative decisions.

The raw scores are often subjected to statistical analysis in order to
make the test results serve various purposes. The foregoing should
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simply explain why such terms as 'very poor', 'poor', 'fair', 'very
fair', 'good', and 'very good', are used. Other evaluative terms that
could be used to describe the position of each student in a test are:

. .

'excellent', 'distinction', 'credit', 'merit', 'pass', 'fail'.

Another way of describing the students' performance is by giving
each student a position, starting from the highest to the lowest.
However, where two or more students have the same scores, the
same position is given to such students but the next score will take
into consideration the number of students that have the same
score. After this, the scores are re-arranged in such a way that the
student that comes first should be at the top, followed by the sec-
ond, etc., until all the students are re-arranged according to their
performance or standing in the test. This ranking enables each stu-
dent to know how he has featured in the subject and his perform-
ance in relation to his classmates.
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CHAPTER FIVE

EVALUATION INSTRUMENTS
Introduction

One of the duties of a teacher is to determine the extent to which
the students have mastered what they were taught. The only way
he can achieve this is through the use of some evaluation instru-
ments. So, in this chapter, we present various types of instruments
that may be used to collect assessment information on the stu-
dents. These instruments are not limited to the students only; they
can be used on a wide variety of people. Attempts are made to
describe such instruments as test, observational techniques, expert
juc!g~!!!e.nt,questionnaire, socio-metric techniques, etc.

Test

Attempts are made here to discuss the meaning of test, types of
test, classification of tests, and purposes of tests.

Meaning of Test

According to Onasanya [1990], test refers to any series of questions
or exercise or other means of measuring the skills, knowledge, in-
telligence, capacities or aptitudes of an individual or group.

It is our belief that test can be referred to as a collection of items
that can b(eused to determine whether or not the desired changes
(or outcomes) have occurred in a learner. The desired changes
could be at the level of intelligence, aptitude, skills, knowledge or
attitude.

Types of test

There are a lot of different tests. Majority of them will be discussed
in this chapter and some would be discussed later. The tests are
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oral test, achievement test, performance test, psychological test,
teach~( made test, standardised test, formative test, summative
test, etc.

Ora! Test

This type of test involves verbal communication between testee
(examinee) and the tester (examiner). The testee is expected to
respond to sets of questions posed by the examiner. The informa-
tion provided by the testee may indicate his level of knowledge on
a particular issue. The test can be administered under a formal in-
terview (to secure a job) or in an informal situation. This test pro-
vides an on-the-spot assessment of the testees' knowledge. The
examiner could provide immediate feedback. One of the limitations
of oral test is that it is prone to subjectivity, Whether the testee is
right or wrong depends on his ability to convince the examiner.
Again, iris possible for the testee to know all the questions but one
in the list of the examiner, and that may be the only one adminis-
tered on him. Oral test does not provide sufficient ground for com-
parability of standard in a classroom because it is difficult to main-
tain equal length and difficulty level of questions to each testee.

Achievement Test

An achievement test is a test that is used in determining the extent
to which a testee has mastered or achieved some previously taught
concepts or subject. This type of test helps the teachers to give
more valid and reliable scores, which are used to summarise a
comprehensive evaluation of students' success. The results ob-
tained using achievement is a function of such factors as the char-
acteristics of testees, teachers, home and the school.

Achievement tests are good in evaluating students and the curricu-
lum. They also provide information about the level of testees' aca-
demic ability, Achievement tests are useful for selection purposes
(job placement, promotion, and certification, etc.). Achievement
tests are useful in evaluating teaching and learning processes. For
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example, poor achievement level of students may result from bad
or wrong teaching style or method used by the teacher.

Performance Test

This is a type of test designed to measure some skills - manipulat-
ive ability of the testees who are expected to manipulate some
concrete materials. An example is a type of test given to some sec-
retarial students in order to determine how good they are on the
typewriter. The strength of the test includes the fact that it is useful
in evaluating the technical know-how of the testees. However, a
weaknessof the test is that it is time-consuming. For example, the
authors tested students' ability in the use of the computer for data
analysis. There were 40 students and we had only 10 computer
sets. So we had to divide the class into four groups. If the test is for
3 hours, the examiners would have to invigilate for 12 hours. Alter-
natively, w.e should have bought more computers to go round. And
that leads to the second weakness of this type oftest: that it is ex-
pensive.

Teacher made Tests

This is a locally constructed instrument by the teacher, based on
his teaching. It is a type of an achievement test, where a teacher
wants to determine the level of mastery by his students. This test
could be valid and reliable but without possessing a table of
norms. It has the strengths and weaknesses of an achievement
test as well as the uses of an achievement test.

Standardised Test
Standardisation implies uniformity, unlike what we have with the
teacher made tests. A standardised test is both valid and reliable.
Moreover, it has a table of norms. For a teacher made test to be
standardised, a sample greater than the teachers' class students
or even school students will be involved in establishing its validity,
reliability and table of norms. Like the teacher made test, it is a
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paper and pencil test. Standardised test's strengths, weaknesses
and levels of usability are similar to those of the achievement test.

Formative Test
This is an example of an achievement test that is administered on
the students during the course of instruction. The purpose of the
test is to use its result to improve learning. When a teacher ad-
ministers such a test, he is able to identify the weaknesses of the
students and so provide remedial measures.

Summative Test
Another example of an achievement test that is administered at
the end of the course of programme is known as summative test.
The purpose is to take final decision as regards the course or pro-
gramme, to decide whether to terminate it or continue it. Decision

r ./' ,_ '.".... " \ 1'.

could also. be onthe candidates' performance, i.e. as to whether
they pass or fail.

Psychological Tests
Psychological tests are an essentially objective measure of sample
behaviour. These are like tests in any other fields, e.g. science,
since observations are made on a small but carefully chosen sam-
ple of an individual's behaviour. Examples of these tests are per-
sonality, aptitude, intelligence, diagnostic tests, etc. We discuss
some of these below.

a. Aptitude Tests

Most organisatlons recruit their staff members through the use of
aptitude tests because these tests are primarily designed to pre-
dict success in some future activities. For example, an applicant
into a bank who is considered fit using aptitude test to be em-
ployed as a manager is believed to have possessed some qualities
which would help him succeed as a manager. Aptitude tests are
employed to estimate the extent to which the individual will profit
from a specified course of training or to forecast the quality of the
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achievement in a new situation. An example of such tests is the
Differential Aptitude Test.

b. Intelligence Tests

The term intelligence assumes different meanings under different
situations and circumstances.

Intelligence tests in this context refer to tests of general ability.
These tests are designed to assess the level of general cognitive
functioning; such tests measure verbal ability of an individual.

Classification of tests

Tests are classified using many criteria. The most common of
these criteria are:

I. Area of measurement, that is aspect of behaviour that is to
be measured, e.g. skills, aptitude, intelligence, value, inter-
est, etc.

ii. Ordered (time when the test is administered). For example,
we have pre-test (i.e. before instruction), and post-test (i.e.
after the course of instruction).

iii. Speed or time allocated to students' responses, e.g. power
or speed test.

iv. Scoring pattern, e.g. subjective (essay test) or objective
tests.

v. Purpose of the test. The result from the test could be used
for selection, placement, certification, diagnosis, etc.

vi. The general discipline (content of subject matter) as in Eng-
lish Language achievement test, mathematics achievement
test, etc.

vii. Norm or criterion referenced test.
viii. Individual or group test.

Uses of Tests

There are many reasons why tests are carried out. Some of these
are outlined below:
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1. Identification of individual differences. Tests, for example,
achievement tests, should be able to discriminate be-
tween weak and strong students, hence it should be easy
for us to identify the weak student from a set of students.

2. To determine the extent to which the behavioural objec-
tives stated before the lesson began have been achieved.

3. To award certificate to learners at the end of a training
programme.

4. To assessa teaching methodology.
5. To enable the school to report to students and parents or

guardians on the students' progress.

Observational Techniques

One may begin by asking what observation does mean. Observa-
tion is looking at and recording the behaviours being observed
(Chacko, 1999). Observation ensures first hand and thorough ob-
jective information gathering about an event or behaviour being
observed. Yet another could be how should we observe? It is
known that observation deals with such non-cognitive behaviours
that cannot be evaluated using paper and pencil. Hence, we ob-
serve non-cognitive behaviour such as interaction between teacher
and students, a student and other students, mannerism, habits and
so on. We may want also to ask the question why do we observe?
We observe for different reasons. One of such reasons could be to
make decision about a process, e.g. teaching - learning process. A
teacher could observe his students when he had given them a piece
of tasks to perform, he may want to find those who have difficulties
with the task so as to find ways of helping them. Students too could
observe their teacher solving a particular mathematical problem so
as to gain the skill required in solving such a mathematical problem.

Observation could be done by anybody depending on what or who
is to be observed. Categorically, there are two types of observers:
those are the trained (experts) and untrained (laymen) observers.
The difference between the two is that the trained observer makes
systematic observations and records the findings on paper while
the untrained observer may observe haphazardly and record his
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findings in his mind, which makes it difficult to reproduce and use
the findings after a short or long time due to forgetfulness, among
other factors.

The use of specially designed evaluation instruments to collect ob-
servational information is referred to as observational technique
(Okpala, et ai, 1993). And this is the main focus of this section. The
following observational techniques will be discussed here:

i. Rating scale
II. Checklist
iii. Anecdotal records
iv. Systematic observation

Rating Scale

.. __~A1.ating.sc_ale is an unstructured description of behaviour, hence,
.. ,',. ,'"f~~tu·res-~u6ject:rvity. It IS made up of description of a set of traits,

attitudes, qualities or characteristics to be rated and some kind of
scale for indicating the degree to which each trait or quality is pre-
sent in the person being rated. The rater then places the ratee at
.some point along a continuum or in one of the ordered series of
categories. A numerical value may be attached to the point or the
category in the continuum. Types of rating scales include the
graphical and numerical rating scales.

The graphical rating scale has a description of a set of traits or at-
tributes to be rated and a horizontal line representing the contin-
uum where the rater can be placed.

Consider the rating scale on teachers' evaluation of what makes
school effective shown below.

The under listed are some of the items considered to make school-
ing effective. Read through each of the items and rate on its impor-
tance. 1 - less important; 2 - hardly important; 3 - important; 4 -
more important; 5 - most important. Your responses shall be
treated in confidence.
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1 Qualified and adequate teachers 1 2 3 4 5
should be employed

2 Conducive and clean environment 1 2 3 4 5
for learning should be provided

3 Well furnished laboratory for prac-
tical should be provided

4 \Nell equipped library with recent
books

5 School rules and regulations should
be kept

6 Sports and games materials should
be provided"

'.

7 Clinic for students should be pro-
vided

8 Students must be disciplined

9 Number of students in a class
should be minimized

10 Social activities should be encour-
aged in schools

11 Sport activities should be encour-
aged in schools

12 Competition among students like
inter-class debate should be en-
couraged

13 There should be punctuality among
students

14 Students should do assignments

15 There should be counselling see-
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tion for students

16 Freedom of expression should be
encouraged among students

17 The classrooms must have enough
space for passage

18 The school compound should be
bea utified with flowers

19 There should be adequate security

\ for students

20 Self study habit should be encour-
aged among students

21 Admission of students should be
on merit

22 Students should participate in ma-
jor competitions at both local and
national levels

23 High moral standard should be
promoted among students

24 Roll of honour and prizes should be
given to good and brilliant students

- --25 Parents should feed their children
well

26 Parents should support the chil-
dren when in school

27 Guidance should be provided from
parents to students

28 Social amenities like water, elec-
tricity are to be provided in schools
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29 The classrooms should be well ven-
tilated

30 There should be a suggestion box

31 Effective communication among
students should be encouraged

32 There should be a good relation-
ship between students and teach-
ers

33 Government policy on education
should be implemented

34 The syllabus must be covered

-35 The recommendation textbooks
must be provided and used

36 The late comers should be disci-
plined

37 The uniform must be attractive

38 Corporal punishment should be
cancelled

39 Students must be dedicated to
their studies

1-.- -------_._---------_._------------------- 1--,-,--- _. ..-~- --_ ... .. --_ ....._-. ----- -- .... ----
40 Teachers should not victimize stu-

dents

41 Examination should be seen as a
way of bringing the best out of
students

42 Mastery learning should be en-
couraged

43 School prefects must see to the
'"-"--
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welfare of students

44 Cultism and waywardness should
be seriously checked

45 Open day should be organised

46 Teaching aids should be used to
make learning effective

47 Teaching methodology by teachers
, must be efficient

48 Valedictory service should be con-
ducted for outgoing students

49 Examinations in school should be
well conducted

50 Computer education should be
made compulsory

51 School should go on internet

52 Students should make use of the
library to enhance knowledge

53 There should be provision of school
bus for easy transportation

54 Students' goals in life should be
sharpened through career talks
and seminars

55 Students should be ready to learn

56 Interview should be conducted for
prospective students

57 Students' progress should be rnoti-
vated
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~f~

using graphical rating scale, the rater checks a portion along the
continuum to represent the ratee's evaluation as in the example
above. A rater's score is obtained by measuring the distance be-
tween the end of the line and the checked positions.

Like any numerical rating scale, it has descriptions of some traits on
one side and numerical values are assigned to each trait. Note that
instruction is always provided so as to help the rater decide the
numerical value to be assignedto each trait.

Among the rating scale's strengths is its flexibility of usage; the fact
that observations are directed to some specific attributes to be
rated and finally, the fact that little time is spent in coding observ-
able behaviours. Hence, a rater can do many ratings within a lim-
ited time. However, the use of rating scale is limited due to some
errors in.the use of the rating scale. Among these is that it is possi-
ble for a construct to' have more than one meaning; and the possi-
bility of rater's halo effect (rating due to general impression of the
rater, it could be positive or negative impression).

Checklist

Usually, a list is provided and the rater checkswhether the traits or
attributes to be measured are there. Some people believe that a
checklist is a 'Yes' or 'No' response. It is a method of data collection
to determine whether an action has taken place or not. The check-
list is useful for measuring performance skills. For example, in
evaluating the technical know-how of a student teacher during
teaching practice, a list which can be divided into series of clearly
defined specific actions (of what the supervisor considers appropri-
ate) and each student teacher is checked basedon the list.

Anecdotal Records

This is a factual written description of the meaningful events, which
the teacher has observed over time about a particular student's
behaviours. These behaviours are recorded immediately they oc-
cur. The records should be concise and clear. Eachrecord should be
for only one person and about only one behaviour. It gives a longi-
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. f t d nt if it is done over a long period of time. Ittudmal report 0 a sue ... .
rovid . s: al (not official) and qualitative description ofprovt es an mrorrn

. - ects of the student's behaviour or traits, which can becertam asp
used to monitor his growth and development. These types of traits
could not be measured using other measuring instruments like test.
Examples of what could be in an anecdotal record are behaviours
like lateness to classand reasonsfor it, willingness to take or not to
take up responsibilities, etc. One limitation of anecdotal records is
that it is time consuming. Again, the interpretation could be cum-

\

bersome.

Systematic Observation

A more reliable and objective way of observing is through the use
of a systematic observation in which a specific behaviour is ob-
served using an instrument prepared for that behaviour. There are
.~wotypes of instruments in a systematic observation; these are the
signs and the category systems. These work like two types of cam-
eras - still and moving.

This sign system works like a still camera (it produces a still pic-
ture). It takes the picture of specific and first occurring behaviour.
This type of sign system is characterised by frequency of different-
behaviours. There could be many behaviours to be observed in the
sign system.

The category system on the other hand works like a moving camera
- as in a video recording. The frequency and sequence of behav-
iours are the major characteristics of this system. Each of the sys-
tems is equally useful in observation. A good example of sign sys-
tem is illustrated below, using an effective net learning time obser-
vation schedule.

The category system has fewer numbers of behaviours than the
sign system. In most cases,category system serves more purposes
than the sign _systems. Nowadays, there is a thin distinction be-
tween the two systems as no observational instrument has sign
system or category system attached to them.
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One of the earliest observational instruments is the F1ander's Inter-
action Analysis Category System (FIACS). This is an instrument,
which is still useful even now, either in its original or modified
form. There are other category system observational instruments
such as the Yoloye African Primary Science Programme Observation
Instrument, the Verbal Interaction Category System (VICs) by Ami-
dan and Hanter; International Association for the Evaluation of
Educational Achievement Classroom Observation System (IEACOS)
and the Observational System for Instructional Analysis (OSIA).

Expert Judgement

Let us assume that there is a vacant position for about 10 to is
applicants. After a series of aptitude tests have been administered,
three of these applicants got the best and the same score. Experts
may be brought in to further assess these applicants. Expert
[udgernent.i.therefore, is a technique, which involves experts or
specialists In certain aspects of an educational or organisational
programme. When these experts are called in to assess the appli-
cants, they can now select a candidate based on their judgement.
Normally, what the experts do is to further test these candidates.
So, we can say that they use the interview technique for their
judgement.

Interview

Interview is a face-to-face communication between the inter-
viewer(s) and the person being interviewed. An interview schedule,
which is a written document serving as a guide for asking the per-
son being interviewed a series of questions, is used to gather in-
formation from him about the subject of interest. Normally, infor-
mation about the person being interviewed is first sought. inter-
view schedules are not usually used to elicit information on such
simple questions as 'Yes', 'Agree', 'True', 'NO', 'Disagree', or 'False'.
Elaborate information should be provided when the interview
schedule is properly used. The interview schedule mayor may not
be structured. If it is structured, the persons being interviewed are
expected to give the same responses to the questions given. Un-

- -
"'-
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structured interview schedule does not elicit uniform responses
from the people being interviewed. An interview can be conducted
through the telephone, through e-mail or through personal (physi-
cal)contact.

The following are some of the strengths of the interview technique:

a. Interview can be used on both literate and illiterate per-
sons.

b. People being interviewed can ask for explanations if the
questions given to them are not clear or are ambiguous.

c. Responsesfrom interview are quickly obtained.
d.-The interviewer has close contact with the person(s) being

interviewed.
e. True information is likely to be obtained through an inter-

\

view.
f. Some people do not want to' write but prefer to talk, so an

interview is best for such people.

Some limitations of interview include:

a. It is time consuming, since each person is interviewed
separately.

b. The analysis of such information obtained from an inter-
view schedule is difficult to analyse.

c. The result obtained from an interview may be subjective
since each person being interviewed differs in a number of
ways. ..

Questionnaire

This is the most common of evaluation instruments. It is useful for
both teachers, students, school administration, and research offi-
cers in gathering information about subject of concern/interest. A
questionnaire, unlike an interview, is a printed list of some ques-
tions, which respondents could respond to on their own with little
or no assistance of the research officer. It can be used on a fairly
large sample. A questionnaire can either be open ended or close
ended or a combination of the two. An open ended questionnaire
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:"arr6I}is.~~tt:1e.·"respondents ·ta:,€xpress themselves on certain issues, ' .. ,' .

'without restrictions. Inq~-'pse:-ended questionnaire, the respon-
:dentS(~~e r'~s'tHcted t~pick\ fr9~'the options provided. An example
:c5fan open-=end-ed'q"uest'i~~'in a questionnaire is: .

-- ...- .. 'How old are you {that is, age last birthday [? Supply the in-
. . jorm(]tiJ?n in the -spoceprovided.

-.--~-~-~-~~-~---~-------------~-
~. -, .

5 en a toria l.zo ne-----------------------------------

Sctiool.tocation ~-~.----------------------------------

Local Government Area---..;-----------------------. .~ ,-
. \ ,:.:". ..••. r", : ~','•. '.'\~.". \' 'c.: ', . '. :; -\C:\;\;~:~~';,....:~.:.J\·l:--~:

A[l ~x.9mp'-e._oJaCiose-:ended question in a questionnaire is: ",
..-" . ~ . - . . "-

;.__...._.. , W!JQt/s-your qualification? (pick one)
,

..' .._ .. _a:_.....NQ formal education ----------------
b. Primary school---------'---------------
c ...5ec~tid(jhischool ::---~------------:_.,-,",.'
d. QIV.. a/IYCE. :.-:-:-:--:--.:::--::--.--7-------------
'~'.... -HNd/First Degree ------------------.:......

."."'"-f -"'Mastersd(!g",ee--':'-:'-:"':-~------.:_-:~:.:---.:.,
g. Professional--------------------------

_r~·i:-.,-, i~~!~'~n~ V!·i~;::··~r; ;-'!(1 !·';:-··:;~~;i:~if~~q··:(,·.::.-' ~ --,

Other' examples are: ,',,',.-
• \~ .', ,•.J • ,_ ,_ _, •

. . . - ..- .', :. -~,-,.:~. _.,-n..1 ";.-0':';-.~ : ;-·-.1 ,- ._" "': •1; :". ;-:: -_~;_~ -",- ~.' -,~: ..-: ..
- "., "-.

. .. I;, rs T!r "lrt1liIlimilli~"Ii"'-"." _ _. •••• ----

9~
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Civil servant

Self-employed

Business

Pastor/church worker

Secondary Sch

NeE

B.Sc/B.Ed

M.Sc/M.A./M.Ed

Others (specify)

occupation

Fathers Mothers

occupation

Father's Mothers

Qualification Qualification

.

Advantages of Questionnaire

a. Questionnaires can be administered on a fairly large sam-
ple of respondents simultaneously.

b. Skill required to administer questionnaire is less as it could
be posted to respondents with little or no explanation.

c. Since the identity of the respondents is not always re-
quired, the respondents feel free to express their mind
without reservation.

d. Respondents are not particularly in a hurry to respond to
the questionnaire, wordings of some items that look con-
fusing can be re-examined so that the respondents will
have an approximate understanding of what the question-
naire designer had in mind.
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Disadvantages of the Questionnaire

a. Although, there is time for respondents to respond to a
questionnaire, there could be some misleading words,
which the respondents think they understood but which
they may not have understood as such.

b. Questionnaire cannot be administered on illiterate per-
sons, most especially when there is nobody to interpret
the items.

c. Rate of return of questionnaires by the respondents may
pose a serious problem to the researcher.

Hints about Questionnaire Design

Whenever a questionnaire is being designed, the following must be
avoided.

1. Any vague question. This is a question that generates confu-
sion. For example, 'What do you think about religious leaders?'

2. Any leading question. This type of question biases the mind of
respondents. The question suggests the answer to be given.
For example, a question such as 'The masses are supposed to
be kind; what do you think about of the police?'

3. Too intimate a question. That is, a question that tends to focus
on one's privacy or family affair. The following would be a poor
item: 'Do you have HIV/AIDS?'

4. Too wide a question, for which no specific response is possible:
e.g. 'What is going to happen to Nigeria?'

5. Too narrow a question, designedfor just aspecific person. E.g.
'Akpan, are you from Akwa-Ibom State?'

6. Too technical a question. E.g. 'What do vou think about lingo
conflict?'

7. Too abstroct a question. E.g. 'Explain the activities of witches
and wizards.'
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CI-IAPTIR Sl){'·T;i':,n;,;.:~,·<,,;~:,~:J,,"'f~*.-, ",:<,,~ji:~/;:""""C

coNTINuOus ASsEssMEm ..
AND EVALUAUON'.:· "-,

',', .

Introduction " -
:: ~:'"j i ~ ,': ,', l'

The process of education .is not complete ~.i!h9!At .th~~c;:o,mpQnent
of assessment. Distastefulas t~.'is:~9m-~9~e~t"rnight~b_~ to. learners

•. '. ; '_' ',- ." ••••• ', .,. " .' " - '.•• ', •• :", ~ !'. •••.• '- -4 -' { '. ,

[who do not like to betesfed'ianywayt"it' IS' in"deed- as"neC'essary as
the component of teaching itself.:;fhis"asserti,or;vbrings tG":FTHnt'ftWe
argument between two young learners over t,hf; needIor; testsand

'. ..... ,'.', ' .• 0':;,.; .. r': :r.;;""i:·\" c. '·-1"~";,:{'::I",,··f,:::.; i,-. ~':';'.'-':~-'.::,.''!.:

examinations. The first had assertedtfiat itis notreallv ne~e?'~,RrY
to subject learners to the' 'ordeal' of examination since, ac'c~f(ilng
to him" a pprentices to vocationsauch! as"carpef.ltr'fF~bti cklc'lying~
sculpture.vetc.sare: not' normaIJY'?ubjec.tedf'tCf':th-e ~~degra'da'tj6n' of
being examined befm;,e-·they~aFe:'"de:dared;'cbmp-etsrnb~t"o.practise
their profession. The other'"student;,who".had·startechoff;.ft:orn the
plank that examinations areunavoidable..ended up.agreeingwith
his friend, since "irrany caseheotno: was-not. rnl.ir:m, j"r1}iloveLw'i"tl:!ex-
aminations.iBoth: regarded, the; finventOr'r::.:n.f~exarnirPat>i<c)f.)s;::-asa
wicked and malicioussooll :: :' "";;,:;~; '!ij!',;(,1 "i;":,!-!~;'-/i'i(;? ':Olii" ;';C:

;<;:;:(~l:.\:'·~i~}-;·-::·;ji·.,:-~ iU;',: (';;'-:" '·-·~··:;-;i

Poor young chaps! If they had carded'}he"argume'nfof'tlie" 'de~
tester' of -examiri;atio~s:alitti{'fJith'e'r,';t\Ii~/·'.2bJr8 h.;t~'~i'n'~~itabIY
reached the conclusion" .th~i;;~ss~~~~'~~·t;·~~~'~~ riece~s~ry~/ ~ince

, .••...• -•.. '.-,"" ": , ,.: ·....'::-;.lq·H-::· .•....::.•:-·~'i-'!-.,~~').::....;,;~'-·,,-~".~.~.;y~.,;.:~.,c;~ ~··.(.c "

indeed the apprentices Jri th:e'arg~merf1;\I~/e{~"alr the 'whHe 'going
. ,'.~.~ _' ;.... :."' '; r ~ . _ "; > ,"J •.•~ ~.. .. i i.:' -. ~ :; ,:.r- \i .:.-: ~...~~;-:'.;:~~_~

through a process of testing, Think of the ,{o.urig~appre6.tr~eJight
from the day he 'dke's up the"~oc:~tlo~"'HI5'n;ast~r~\~p~~tdhim t~
watch every movement hemakes onthe job, and then'~~pg~f$' him

';(' ,.... <:'>.»: ,:.;'~¥ ... :.: .': :.-.~./~!'. c~·~ ('/',:'"1r".l.·:'l''" ,:'\ .~- ,-\-~.':;':-\ ~ ::. ,':

to imitate him. THe !o'riger"the ap~:'-reiitrce stays 'on "the j.obL the
more tasks he is expected to be able to handle, and\fhe\'Ys ..~:tom-
petent learner, he soon is able to undertake tasks on his own. At
each stage, his master keeps him under watch and each time he
strays off from the expected path, he is promptly corrected. This
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way, continuous assessment goes on. A constant examination of
some sort is progressively on. This is the very reason why some
learners are 'freed' at exactly the expected duration of the course
whereas some others are not so favoured; they are told they have
not sufficiently mastered the vocation to warrant being 'freed' and
a few more years are added to their period of apprenticeship.

The point being made above is simple: assessment is necessary,
even in the most mundane task a human being undertakes, and
even more so is continuous assessment. In academics, continuous
assessment is even more essential. In the next sections, we spell
out what continuous assessment really is, what makes it slightly
different from other forms of evaluation, and why it is necessary.

What is continuous assessment?

.. The.term: continuous assessment might connote the idea that an
action is going on all the time, that there is no breathing space to
do any other thing, and that all that matters is the assessment. Af-
ter all, the Pocket Oxford Dictionary defines continuous thus:

...uninterrupted, connected throughout, in space or time ...

This is the sense in which some educators have suggested that a
better term might have been continual assessment. The dictionary
definition of continual reads thus:

...constantly or frequently recurring, always happening ...

Happily the same dictionary explains:

Continual is often confused with continuous. Continual is
used of something that happens very frequently (e.g. there
were continual interruptions), while continuous is used of
something that happens without a pause (e.g. continuous
rain all day).
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These distinctions notwithstanding, the fact is that in educational
circles, the specific term continuous assessment is used. We go
back for the final time to spell out what this term means:

... (regular) evaluation of a pupil's progress throughout a
course of study.

With that, we should accept that the terminology is not a blatant
anomaly. This is even more acceptable if it is remembered that the
teacher does not have to use tests all the time to assess his learn-
ers, that a good teacher can 'feel' the mood of the class and
thereby assess whether or not they are learning what he is teach-
ing, we might accept that assessment is going on all the time as the
teaching is progressing.

Besides, the good t~acher uses occasional short, impromptu quiz-
zes, vyh,ic~. can, sufficientlv elicit sufficiently reliable information'

.t" :-abo'i.Jtt'he'leveY of the learners' mastery of the subject matter. So,
in a way, describing assessment as continuous might not be totally
wrong.

However, continuous assessment entails much more than what we
have described above. A formal description of the term would es-
tablish it as involving all the performances of a learner during the
duration of the whole of his course, and in all the areas of learning
[i.e. cognitive, affective and psychomotor]. This is indeed the im-
port of the Federal Ministry of Education's [1979] definition of the
term, thus:

Continuous assessment is a method of ascertaining what a
pupil gains from schooling in terms of know/edge, skills,
industry, and character development, taking account of all
his/her performances in tests, assignments, projects and
other school activities during a given schoo/ period [term,
year or entire period of educational/eve/].

The same source goes further to stress that continuous assessment
is a method of using the recorded performances of each learner to
help him/her improve on his/her achievements through individual
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guidance, while it also enables the teacher improve his/her teach-
ing by identifying and remedying areas of difficulties in the learn-
ers' performances.

Main Features and Characteristics

The main features and major strengths of an assessment procedure
such as has been spelt out above can be more elaborately outlined
thus:

. a. It is systematic in the sense that a clearly defined proce-
dure is followed in settling and administering the tests,
much especially because the various units [or different
doses] of the tests are so carefully designed to ensure that
each one takes cognisance of those coming before and
those coming after it. Besides, under this system, the test
would not 'happen by chance', since all assessment units
must have been pre-planned as integral parts of the
course of work for the period [term, semester, or session].

b. It is objective in that the weaknesses of the 'one shot' sys-
tem of examination are reduced to the barest minimum
since the teacher himself learns from the weaknesses of
earlier exercises and improves in setting and marking sub-
sequent units, thus ensuring that the assessment proce-
dures are, on the whole, fair to all. [Objectivity, as a term,
is used to imply 'fairness'. In the present context, it is not
used in the usual sense in which one and only one of the
provided alternative answers is correct. Rather, objectivity
has been used here to imply utmost reduction of discrep-
ancies in setting and marking, and optimum areas of cov-
erage, all of which ensure fairness to all candidates].

c. It is cumulative in that the results are compiled over a long
\

period of time, all such results being combined to define
the learners' progress.

d. It is comprehensive in the sense that all the various units
of the tests, taken together, would cover all the different
facets of the teaching done during the period in question
[term, semester or session], in a manner which no 'single
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shot' examination exercise can do. This is especially so
when different examination procedures are used, e.g. the
essay type, the multiple-choice type, the oral interview,
etc.
It is guidance-oriented in that the tests lead to results,
which the teacher can use to guide the learner's activities,
help the weaker ones, and structure the energies of the
stronger ones.
It makes the teacher more effective in contributing to the
decisions leading to the award of the final certificate than
would have been the case under a different assessment
process. For instance, under the terminal and periodic as-
sessment systems, apart from preparing his/her students
for the certificate examination, the classroom teacher has

I no _saywhatever in the decisions concerning the award of
the-certificate. Under-the continuous assessment practice,
however, since a substantial part of the final grade would
corne from the cumulative school record, the class teacher
has an influence in decisions concerning the award of the
certificate, a privilege he hitherto did not enjoy.
It makes both the teacher and the taught more diligent in
the sense that while teachers must constantly assess,
award grades, and try to improve on their own perform-
ances, the learners similarly would invariably find them-
selves constantly on their toes if they are to keep on per-
forming satisfactorily in the frequently administered tests.

Demands of Continuous Assessment on the Teacher

. _ .
••• _ oJ._

e.

f.

g.

From the foregoing sections, it should be clear by now that the
practice of continuous assessment invariably places a much heavier
demand on the class teacher. Although these demands might vary
from subject to subject, there are very many common areas of de-
mands; and these we discuss in the following paragraphs.

In the first place, a teacher operating this system has to go on up-
dating learners' scores and in this way maintain an up-to-date pic-
ture of the rate of improvement of the learners.
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5ec0'ndly;:a 'ton5eqbence-'ofthelasf-pbint isthatthe' teacher would
fino hirnselflkeeping;'a>fec6rd,:of learnersvperformances. This re-
cord has to be updated from day to day. So, he: must cultivate a
QCl q.j/:,.-qf)<eeping,PI1AfTi1.ain~~l\n\f.lg-recor,q?j,This., we", daresay, is <;I,
iC;~~t;':yt;~~llegg~;t'Qthqs-,e:!t~~ch;ers,w'h9./u1~-jte'xtrern~ly, difficult to
~~~gJj,~9,P~;:I-E7~q~q~~:",,>::?::.','~;~:':',;<.: ,'i:::< " ' " " '. '

ThrrdtV/fh&:t~acherhas't6 -cbhttn'tlotJsly'{ipdate hfsteaching tech-
nfq'&€S1 procedures,,: m:ateriar$;~aritPdb]ettives in liriewith' the per-
fdrm'~hd~s':o'f.'t-frsr:e'arn':~rs~'teacrfing'refled:sAe5ting,and: viceversa.
IVor-re'ha'5ot!EPasSess::le~i'r-n~rs~8H'cr:regt:ila:r"basis: it stands to reason
ttlai:;cme'ha-$.~10'6e\~p'aria"dOing en bne-'s teaching: This is one of the
n'i'bstJfmifbrt8'nt' d:~'mand~2df':tt1eLt6'HtinuoUs:asse'ssment· practice,
b(eta:ii5~'tKe;m'cfil-Fe'ss'ente ofitl1e;'~rnctrd~!~iStegenerate the' next
Elil~ti';dft;eathlngS-ffb'ff{'tlte:!I~illin;er'sr'fperfbrmance 'in~ tf-le~fast' 'one.
Ea6n ri~t~'pUnit::6r{eaciiirig rtn}~t'lJe d6s"e"F-gUidec

dby theinfcrrna-
:', ,-' ti(:)lPg'atfjered1~ft6fu';.ffiieqast)~~s'essm'e'nf~x~rd5e:' We wfIF haveto

eXpaW:ite}fd'ttlh~r=ofyftnr§ih~the':p'~frag:rapns'fdWowiri-gthe-next.' ,
d··}E~7t<:.), ~'{j~)CiUd!1~;:~d:J6;':JJ~~2·ti1l::~L~\·:·~.:~~·;'·;C';.;; ~.. .>, .. : ,",J,. ~._: .::: .

~Riy:r9~\Y!·~Bhb~Yltq!l?9,~~·~};6~~f¥!IXj/;i~s,~~r,~h_~,t~;<;I:ch,!~,~!e~r~}~gl
tg~tig&i;pm!t,~d":I!fJ~jD-, j~J.l,Sbf'\9:,'lV~Y,JJ;wt~,th~ ..pre~su r~9P Iearners is
••....••]} t:.~r _" '.' ! - " ~.. ~- t... .....••. • .. .1'. -'." .••• ,'., ,J '.:" ..".... • •. •. '. .' • - • ,

~~s~.Q.,,9~-;C,o,lf?!q~r,9PN;AS\:P9~?jb!~:,.lfj:tneprocedureis not carefully
~. .•.~..•(:.1 •.. ~"i....... '~. ,,' ,. .. " i~' ~ "..l' I.. ".'~ ~ .• I _'" _,' ,'," ••.. , ~ '_" " ~. • .•. _. • . f 'J, - "."

d2~~.i~9i~ELa~jhffiE!~k=ftJ,P~~11LP.~.;9t~R'i;i\i?:iJ~l~~Y.;tp91 ~?w:,t~~!g~phasis
~~ij~h!f~'rli9~rJR~E?~tfqp"i;~~,{!O"j~nEf~i~~9p<~L~~f~:~:"~I~~jlJi~rrnjgr~
make the lear.wr;~~u~f1t_~tWQj~~:Nn ~n~b~~~~m~h~,f:qS~9~H~!yi!~~~l
really learning much. It is the teacher's task to make the learners
sf!e itHe::as~e{~fniehf ':p'rac~€fdr':~:85~aHinte'gra I:ipart of :the; 'teach ing
afH:I f;ltatGthe:'festft1g-'jr~Jirl'Cfeedtone ~bfftreiJa~eriue's f6r"hefping and
gurdtng'fhem. < .. ;,' ,,' ,---' ' ",
, 1 i , -- :-- , ': :;" ' .

Im8~(cq'lqrr~.°I1E'l:~qr.and.~YFJi~~{F}!qi'-l!/f',~-", ,,'," ,,'
@f.fe>w~aY:fofu~firiie~ingjtli#Wp~s'oftu#kMumthat there-are; isbv
aes(riblng<thle'm:-~as:'eitlief.' 'lmearcr-cvctieal, Accororng' to several
leadin~(a'uth6fitie~)Juhder':a"lirfe:a:r'curriCul'um are subjects in which
are fg-eheraliy independent of one another; whereas with subjects
b€1bri-ging\;fd:tI:\e' 'cydicaFgehfeiconcepts' to-be taught are' very
nillCh; de~~tideFlt(iort-~iie; 'affother>amf-'s'o(}f1e cannot teach one
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thing entirely independent of a previously taught concept. Let us
consider the nature of languages and the sciences to illustrate our
points more clearly.

In teaching a sciencesubject, e.g. Biology, it is generally possible to
teach a concept almost entirely independently of other concepts.
For instance, one could teach the human skeleton without recourse
to the knowledge of blood circulation, the digestive system, the
reproductive system, etc. Similarly, one could teach blood circula-
tion without demanding that students should use their knowledge
of skeletal system, the nervous system, the reproductive system,
etc. However, in order to teach a concept in language, it is very
often necessary to build on the previously taught concept. For in-
stance, to teach verbs denoting futurity, it is essential to first estab-
lish that students master the present tense, the present continuous
tense, and even the past tense, as well as the use of modals that
are necessary in expressing futurity. No teacher of language worth'• -= .' ~. - -. ~ ~.
his salt would teach futurity before teaching these other concepts.
Similarly, to teach plurality one must first teach singularity; to teach
the way plural nouns affect the verbs they take demands that one
should first establish that students understand the way singular
nouns affect the verbs that follow them. Virtually every concept in
language learning is intricately interwoven in some other concepts.
So, language teaching falls within the cyclical [or spiral] curriculum
whereas the sciencesfall within the linear curriculum.

The implication of all this on the teacher in designing his continu-
ous assessment tests is that, by and large, the teacher has to un-
derstand the nature of the concepts he is teaching in order to as-
sess them judiciously. If he is handling a subject that is linear in
nature, he might be a little more flexible in his choice of the order
of which topics to teach first. A teacher in this type of subject area
needs not follow the order of arrangement adopted by the text
book in use; rather, he should decide which topics he could most
conveniently handle first, [e.g. those for which he has the essential
tools] and which ones should come later. When it comes to the
regular assessment exercises, he might decide to be guided in his
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choice of which topics to teach in the various weeks by the result
from the previous tests. The net implication of what we are stress-
ing here is that the teacher in a linear subject area can exercise
more flexibility than the teacher in a cyclical subject area.

A teacher in a subject area that is cyclical in nature hasn't got that
much free hand. Essentially, he has to accurately measure the ex-
tent to which the present unit has been mastered before finally
deciding on his procedure for the next concept. In planning his
teaching of any new concept, he has to meticulously assess how
well the learners have mastered the last concept taught. This of
course makes it the more necessary for him to measure the
achievement of any concept taught before going on to teach the
next concept. If the results of an assessment exercise indicate that
complete mastery has not taken place, it would be essential that he
should re-teach the concept; otherwise the next concept would
equally not be mastered..

This again demands that he should vary his methods of teaching.
Varying the method ensures some freshness, some ingenuity in the
teaching process, and therefore a higher chance for the learners to
understand. Similarly, variety is also demanded in_handling the
tests. Using the same one test format -and test procedure week
after week will soon lead to boredom with its. inevitable conse-
quences. But when the teacher designs tests for the different
weeks, with different formats and adopts different procedures, the
students are more likely to be stimulated for the tasks before them.
Of course, one clear implication of this is that the teacher must
master the different types of tests. It could be a short quiz this
week, while for the next week there could be a multiple-choice
test, and for the following week, it could be the matching test or
the true-false test, etc.

Of course, there is yet another reason why the test types must be
varied over time. To probe meaningfully into the learners' level of
mastery of the concepts taught, one method of assessment used
over and again cannot produce the desired accurate measurement.
Some learners excel when essay types of questions are used, some
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do better when the stimulus is an objective form otassessment,
while others do betterinora! examinations. The teacher should use
as many of these different devices as he can.muster from his arse-
nal of evaluation machinery, Short quizzes" short comprehension
passages, elaborate composition exercises, objective tests, etc., all
should be used at various times. " ,,-,' ""', ' .' .

Indeed,. even within each testlngvmode.vvartetv and flexibility.
should prevail. Pictures, photographs, diagrC\m:s,:drawings,; n,ews~
paper and magazine articles, the' plan oftheschool compound, e;tc,~
could be used as stimuli for testing learnersvcompetence in the
various topics taught overtime. It issac!de:n:i:ng' that .a biology,
teacher could be testing a topic likethealimentarv canal-or the life
cycle of a cockroach in Junior SecondarySchool: without using .a
diagram of any sort. Similarly, it.wouldhave beenmore cheertngto
find a teacher of English introducing newspapercuttings of good
articles in the tests, :' -,' , ,

Essential Steps/or CantinuousAssessment Proctice: -: ",",":1" ',' l

In "order to execute ·the continucus "a'sseSS'rTle~nY:~prafdice'/<fh~e
teacher sh~uld ensure that the testiterris :are::i:Jble to :ciis:crirn i'h'Jt'e;
sufficiently between the various ranges of abilities inthe''tlass.,tr-;'iS'
is to say that the test shouidbeable'td'pr'odDc"e results sho:J5ing:th'e:
very beststudents, thenext hes'tarld'the'n-do'0n' the' !In~'untii 'we'
have the poor and the very wbrst 'on'~s~Thf{ik putting' i(in the':I'~N·
man's language. The best way 'to have thi~i is to:¢nsu;re thatthe"test"
is valid, that it is reliable, 'that it: has suffldently' widE{ccnierage, 'and'
it is practkal to administer andeasy'f6 score'Under'theeriviro~-
ment for which it is designed. We have already discussed theseat
length earlier on in chapters 3'and';4:-So,"0~ (le'ed '~bt'overst:re'ss
these here. Specifically, for the continuous as"~;~ss'mentpractice, the
teacher should take cognisance of the following.

First, the teacher should realise that a continuous assessment test
should focus on a small unitofknowredge oraspeclfic concept
taught during the week, fortnight, month, orpartthereof. Th'e ide:al
is that the continuous assessment test should form the natural
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culmination of the lessons or lesson taught in recent time. Thus, he
should plan his series of lessons right from the beginning so that
after the lesson or few lessons which deal with a specific topic or
concept, the test comes up as a logical end.

Second, the shorter the assessment test is, the better. An assess-
ment test could cover as short a time as five minutes, although it
could equally be as long as a whole lesson. The essential point is
that it should not be too tedious or too demanding. In fact, the less
tedious it is the less the students would be scared of such exercises.

Third, the teacher should create a relaxed atmosphere for a con-
tinuous assessment exercise. Let the classroom atmosphere be
lively. This way, the myth of an examination or a test as an ogre or
a tyrant would 'be removed, and students would be able to learn
from it. Remember, this is the very essence of continuous assess-
ment - that the students should learn from and through it.

Moreover, the test should be as adequately planned as the lesson
itself is. That we have recommended that it should hold in a re-
laxed, fear-free atmosphere should not mean that it should be
haphazardly handled. Right from the beginning, when the lesson is
being planned, the teacher should decide what type of test he
would use, how many items there would be, how much time to
devote to it, how it should be scored, and how the result would be
disseminated and used for further teaching. Indeed, even where
oral test is to be employed, the items should be carefully designed
in advance and written down. This is true whether the test is for
five minutes or for a lesson of forty minutes.

Not less important in this regard is that the items should be the
type that could be scored within a very short time. In many cases, it
should be possible to score the students' attempts right there in
class, sometimes even by the students themselves after exchanging
their papers. Scoring the students' attempts in class swerves two
important purposes. First, it ensures that students have an imme-
diate feedback or knowledge of result, a concept which psychologi-
cally help to reinforce learning. [Remember, psychological experi-
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ments have shown that when knowledge of result or feedback is
prompt, learning is reinforced; whereas when there is so much de-
lay before results are known, learning tends to be impeded].

Secondly, scoring the attempts right there in class helps to serve as
a revision. As the teacher stands before the class, calling out the
items and leading the class to suggest the correct answers, revision
of the concepts earlier learnt is going on. Where they go wrong,
students note the correct answers and learn from them. Where
they are correct, they will rejoice and thus reinforce their learning.

We may need to examine here the earlier statement that very
many" modes and types of tests should be used. The ideal is a situa-
tion in which test types are varied from time to time. If a teacher
resorts always to the essay type of testing, the ordeal of scoring
students' attempts would soon discourage him from assigning fur-
ther test? On the other hand, if he should use quiz in one week,
the oral test in another, the multiple-choice objective the next
week and the matching type the following week, no one would be
bored and scoring would be relatively easy.

Before leaving this issue, we need to clarify the recommendation
on the use of the quiz and the oral tests. A number of people do
not think highly of quizzes, apparently because many people think
of them as puzzles or riddles. This need not be so, however. Rather,
the teacher may conduct an oral test by standing before the class
and dictating the questions which students answer in their papers.
Ideally, such a test should involve short questions demanding one
word or one-phrase answers.

As for oral tests, we are not insisting here on the use of the inter-
view, one candidate at a time type of exercise. Rather, if the items
are so constructed as to demand just very short, one-word an-
swers, the questions could be posed orally to students. They are
asked the questions in turns, one student after another, until all the
members of the class have had a taste of it. As the exercise is going
on, the responses are being scored. The weakness here is that this
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is time consuming, and besides some candidates may be lucky to
have easier items than others.

Finally, the scores should be kept in a permanent record book. Re-
call that continuous assessment is supposed to be cumulative in
nature, i.e. with results from several such exercises built up over a
long period of time. This way, students would have scores from as
many as ten tests within the term or semester, with the obvious
advantage that those who found things difficult on a few occasions
would have had time to recover, and one's weaknesses would have
been evened out by better performances at some other occasions.
The 'results from these several exercises would be summed up as a
part of the total overall score in the end of course result.

From the foregoing, and most especially from the last point, the
question arises as to what the relative weight of the continuous
assessmentscores should be. This is discussed in the next section.

The Relative Weighting of Continuous Assessment Scores

This section becomes necessary here in the light of the various atti-
tudes of different people and different institutions to continuous
assessment exercises and scores. These are those who claim with
sufficient reasons that continuous assessment scores should not
amount to more than 10 per cent of the total end of course scores;
while there are those who argue that the scores should account for
as much as 50% of the total. Indeed, there are some teachers who
rely exclusively on their continuous assessment scores, i.e. without
recourse to formal examinations. Our stand is that all these ex-
treme practices are perhaps abnormal.

We need to ask here why some experts are wary of giving so much
weight to continuous assessment scores while some prefer very
generous weights. Those who prefer very low weight for continu-
ous assessment scores often argue that a lot of malpractices often
go into the exercise. This, sad indeed, is very often true, especially
in public examinations involving several schools across the country
for which many teachers forward abnormal scores which bear little
or no correlation with the scores from the real public examinations.
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On the other hand, those who advocate very high weightings to
continuous assessment scores insist that it is better to judge stu-
dents on the basis of what they do regularly, on a continuous basis,
than on the basis of just the end of course examination at which a
student may be so unfortunate to perform woefully because of ill
health, emotional disturbance, domestic problems, etc.

Both sides seem to have a valid point. This is perhaps why there is a
formal recommendation on this, a recommendation which appears
to steer a mid-way course between the extremes. The public exam-
ining bodies in this country assign just 30% of the total score to
continuous assessment. Similarly, that is the recommended weight-
ing in most of the higher institutions. It is our stand that this is the
ideal.

We now attend to the demands of record keeping for continuous
assessment practice.

The Demands of Record Keeping

We have stressed earlier on that continuous assessment is cumula-
tive in nature. This implies clearly that the scores obtained from the
exercises should be kept somewhere. How should they be kept,
and how should they be treated and used at the end? These are the
issues we consider in this final section of this chapter.

To begin with, the teacher should have a register for all his scores.
In many schools, each class has a ledger in which all scores are en-
tered on a continuous basis. However, where this is not the prac-
tice, each teacher should keep the record of continuous assess-
ment scores in a notebook, especially that in which all the plans for
his lessons are contained.

Furthermore, it is ideal that each of the tests should have a com-
mon maximum score. For instance, each could have a maximum
score of 10. This is not a rigid rule, however. The one advantage it
has is that the students regard each one exercise as having equal
weight and they thus give each one equal attention.
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Finally, at the very end of the exercises, the various scores should
be summed up and computed on the basis of the relative weighting
assigned to continuous assessment by the school.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

CURRICULUM EVALUATION
What ;$ Curriculum?

Most ~efinition~ of 'curriculum' refer just to the academic activities
conducted within the confines of the school. For instance, the
Pocket oxford Dictionary says tersely that curriculum means 'sub-
jects included in a course of study'. Even the bigger New Oxford
Dictionary of English is hardly more helpful when it defines curricu-
lum as the 'subjects comprising a course of study in a school or col-
lege'. Indeed" the same dictionary's definition of national curricu-
lum is hardlv more embracing as it saysthis means 'a common pro-
gramme of study that is designed to ensure nationwide uniformity
of content and standards in education.'

Much closer to the ideal is that by Martin Mclean [2002] who de-
scribes curriculum as 'svsternaticallv organised course of teaching
and learning', He ad<:i~that 'Some definitions of curriculum focus
narrowly on the arrangement of subjects over a sequence of
~r~des, others lnelude everything that students and teachers do.'

With this, we can ~aythat we are getting nearer the ideal position.
from what we have had thus far, we can identify both the narrow
gnq the wide perspectives of curriculum. By the narrow perspective
we are referring to curriculum as just those academic activities
conducted within the confines of the school, while the. broad per-
spective of curriculum should refer to ~II those. activities, within
and outside the school, as well as all other activities and agencies
that are connected, even if remotely, with the business of educa-
tion.

We should be aware that education is one of those spheres of life
in which it is not just the professional that has a hand. The profes-
sional in this context is of course the teacher. When we think of
education of learners, we would agree that virtually all people in a
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country are involved. Think of the parents, think of religious institu-
tions, think of several educational or examination agencies, think of
publishers, etc., and you would see that all these are highly inter-
ested in the business of education. Indeed, we should accept that
the professionals occupy just one of the vertices of education.
Think of the formulation of syllabuses in the various subjects; this is
conducted not just by the classroom teacher but also by curriculum
experts invited by the ministries of education. Moreover, it is the
examination bodies that formulate their own examination sylla-
buses.

From all these, You would see clearly that curriculum is a very am-
bitious concept that spans far beyond the classroom. And this will
continue to be so for as long as the learners are regarded as held in

: trust for parents, for the society and for the nation.

What then is curriculum evaluation?

From the foregoing, We should begin to see that curriculum evalua-
tion would go far beyond the ordinary classroom assessment. Here
we should be thinking not just of the Of pinary assessment of indi-
vidual subjects like English, mathematics, geography, chemistry,
etc. Rather, we should conceive of curriculum evaluation as em-
bracing the assessment of the whole educational system. We
should not be interested in just how learners are perferrnlng in
subjects taught during the course of a specifie period of contact
with the school, nor are we interested in how brilliant a pupil has
been in a particular subject, or indeed, how well a particular
teacher is performing his duties, All those are fundamental to edu-
cation, all right, but they do not tell us the whole story of why
things are as they are,

To obtain the full story, we have to conduct a thorough evaluation
of the system itself. We have to do a good evaluation of the busi-
ness of education, The use of the term 'business of education' here
is deliberate. You are well aware that in economics, a particular
business venture can be evaluated. Indeed, before setting up a
business, it is just as well that a good, thorough feasibility study
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should be conducted so as to determine the likelv chances of suc-
cess of that business in a particuiar place, at that particular time ..
arid given the particular costs of investments, etc.

You are aware, aren't you, that there is virtually nothing in life that
cannot be evaluated. Depending on your approach, you can evalu-
ate the social health of a family, the attitude to religion of a people,
the contributions of religion to the welfare of the people, ete. You
can evaluate just anything. And so, it is for the curriculum in its

broad sense.

So, then. why are 'Ne interested in evaluating the curriculum in its
much broader sense? There are various reasons for this, and these

we try to explain in the next section.

Reasons for Curriculum Evoluotion

If you have studied the earlier chapters of this book you would un-
derstand what evaluation is all about. Thus, you would begin to see
why evaluation is very necessary, even at the narrow level. Curricu-
lum evaluation is essential first in order to enable the stakeholders
in the business of education to determine if the system is perform-

ing as it is expected to perform. No sane person ever sets up a
business deliberate!y to make a loss. No! The rational human being
goes into business to make a living, and if he has to do this, he has
to ensure that his business is profitable. Similarly, in the business of. .
education, the intention is to run a system that is highly effici ent,
that makes sure that the children are getting the type of education
which 'will make them useful citizens, while the parents, the state,
ett.. can assert that the',! h::)\fp 'nl!;D !"D~ ::-:ci; nlO!i.cy wii.lwul ex-

periencing unnecessary wastage.

Speaking like this often leads to the question of whether or not
education is supposed to be an economic venture in which profits
ar e expectr-d a[ the 2(id of J ousiness ::]uarter. Well, we c.lre not

calking here ;r: that sense. The 'profit in educations: equations is
not in monetary terms. The profits are in the production of learners
who are able to perform the way they are expected to oerform
after a specific course of study. The {profit' that society expects

SUA )S66&i &" +
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from the school system lies in learners not turning out as highway
robbers, or as miscreants, or as liabilities on society. The (profit' lies
in having learners who leave the school system to make their world
better than they met it.

That being the 'profit', it has to be weighed against other factors
such as time, monetary costs, etc. Given the explanation above, to
establish if the educational venture has been really 'profitable', it
has to be shown that the time taken to educate a learner to a given
level is equitable. For instance, if we assume that it takes six years
to educate a primary school learner, it has to be accepted that a
system is not profitable in which a learner or some learners spend
more than six years to cover the distance. On the other hand,
where a learner does the journey in six years and cannot perform
like a true primary school graduate, the system that produces him
is not profitable. Thus, where the learner can neither read, nor
write! nor perform simple computations, etc., the system that pro-
duces him has not been 'profitable'.

Besides, the issue of cost is still very germane, although we have
stressed that monetary gains do not come in with educational
evaluation. No matter which way we look at it, an educational sys-
tem that costs twice to run as another one is definitely less efficient
than the norm, if their products are merely at par with those of
another system. But then, in many cases nowadays, the issue of
cost is not primary to many people so long as they have results.

Issues such as these should lead us, in the final analysis, to the ob-
jectives set for the system to begin with. So, we should examine
first and foremost the steps or procedure in curriculum evaluation.

Steps in Currkulum Evaluation

Before we can' understand what curriculum evaluation really en-
tails, we should consider first the steps that are crucial.

Arieh tewv [1977] has spelt out six steps which he styles (six facets'
of curriculum evaluation. We have over the years accepted these in
our definition of steps in the process of curriculum evaluation al-
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though, as we shall show at the end, these are not watertight and
could be adapted.

Determination of general aims

This constitutes the first essential step. This is an inevitable first
phase since, as in general educational procedure, the definition of
objectives is crucial for a successful exercise. What this phase en-
tails is that the evaluators should define clearly the objectives for
which the specific educational institution or educational pro-
gramme was set up. It is essential to map out clearly why the insti-
tution or programme was set up, what it was set up to achieve. This
is logical because before you can make a pronouncement as to
whether or not a programme is operating well, you have to find out
what it was set up to do. If for instance a state government sets up
a training institution with the express purpose of producing learn-

.ers who will design and manufacture mechanical, electrical and
electronic gadgets and components, and this institution is to be
evaluated ten years later, this express goal of the government
should form the basis of the evaluation. On the other hand, if a
religious sect establishes a college with the express aim of produc-
ing itinerant preachers, this again should form the basis of the
evaluation. In each case, the crucial goal of the evaluation exercise
is to establish the extent to which each of these establishments is
achieving the set goal.

But that is putting it rather simplistically. In most cases, goals and
objectives are not so easily defined. A state government does not
usually set out in very clear terms what the objectives behind any
new institution are. Similarly, a school proprietor usually does not
define in very clear terms what the objectives behind his ambition
are. In any case, evaluation is usually not called for until several
years, indeed several decades, after the establishment. Very often,
evaluation may not come up until several decades after the found-
ing fathers have left the stage. So, what does the evaluator do
about this? In most cases, the logical step to take is to resort to the
generally accepted national documents that contain definitions of
objectives for similar programmes. In this sense there are several
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documents to resort to. The National Policy on Education contains
several statements which can be used as valid guides. And apart
from that, there are several texts, either by such international
agencies as the UNESCO or similar bodies containing highly useful
objective statements.

Finally, of course, seasoned evaluators can set valid and useful ob-
jectives for themselves. Experience, conventions and common
sense should come in handy in helping to determine what the ob-
jectives of any institution or programme should be. Every rational
being, for instance, would accept that some of the worthwhile
goals for a technical training centre set up for secondary school
graduates should include: (a) the production of useful citizens, (b)
who are thus self reliant, (c) able to use their hands in producing
materials for sale: to the public, and who are therefore (d) able to
settle down to earn their livelihood. Each of these could be devel-
oped into worthwhile objectives for the institution and therefore
used in the course of the evaluation.

Planning:

This is the second essential step. This may sound too obvious, but
the reality is that just too often many a venture is embarked upon
without the participants really settling down to do a thorough
planning.

This is the stage at which the evaluation team should settle down
to define the task before them, the objectives of the programme to
be evaluated as well as the objectives of the specific evaluation
exercise to be undertaken, how to go about the various stages of
the evaluation exercise, how long it is likely to take, what instru-
ments to use, how the results would be analysed, the nature of
reporting that should be considered desirable under the circum-
stances, who would write which report, etc. So, you would see that
the planning stage entails quite a lot; and it has to be, since this is
the foundation of the edifice, the foundation on which the whole
structure lies. Should the foundation be weak, the result can be
predicted.
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The planning stage also requires that the evaluators should do a lot
of reading in order to find out what has been done in similar cir-
cumstances in the past. Similarly, a lot of literature is also neces-
sary to be mastered in order to enable them discover what types of
instruments could be used, even if in the final analysis entirely
fresh, novel instruments would need to be fashioned out.

Finally, under planning, the evaluation budget should be worked
out and/or thoroughly reviewed and revised. Realise that for a re-
search institute, obtaining a curriculum evaluation project is exactly
like winning a contract. The good contractor has to work out the
best way of executing the job with the most equitable cost so as to
maximise profit and thus stay in business. This definition of the
evaluation budget is quite different from establishing the financial
efficiency of the project itself. This latter aspect of the exercise is a
necessary part of the evaluation: that it has to be found out
whether or not the project is being operated on a basis that is cost
effective.

Tryout and Revision

This constitutes the third stage. This is the stage at which materials
and instruments hitherto prepared will have to be taken to the field
and tried out. The purpose here is to enable the evaluators dis-
cover possible areas of weaknesses in the materials and instru-
ments so as to fine-tune and improve on them. It also enables the
evaluators discover if indeed there is any possible flaw in the pro-
cedure planned for the job. You would be well aware that no mat-
ter how experienced you might be, the reality is that when prepar-
ing a document or a procedure, there might be some lapses that
may not be apparent during the preparation. During the try-out,
the hidden lapses should then become obvious enough to be re-
vised.

Usually, the tryout is done, not in exactly the ultimate target insti-
tution, but in another one similar to it. Several members of the
evaluation team should take part in this, so that at the end they
would come together to comment on their experiences with the

••
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instruments,. Is the material a questionnaire which calls for OP'~,n,:
ended re~po.nses? I{ so, are the responses obtainedat thI's'stQg,~
easv to analyse? ifthev are not.jhen.perhaps it.wqutd'b~,adYi~,~bf~
to resort to the objective type of responses'. Are the -(terns too
many with the result that respondents find it difficult to Tompl-ete
them? In that case, maybe it is better to reduce the items' bvr'e-
moving the less crucial ones, In any case, it might Jusfbe'possible
that some items indirectly repeatorre another: in whicrrdise":ii-;t$
sensible to identify similar items and merge them.' - '" 2\:·'

Where" the tryout has shown that .only minor modifi<;ati-Qn~'pr.~
needed, the revision task wouldfoilo~. How~ver,wherein'all h'on'-
estv'sevcral problems have been detected, then: the+evaluation
team had-better settledown and redo all the materi~:l'lsahd'jn$tr'ii
merits. Indeed, thewhole evaluation process mavhave td'b:€revis~
ited and 'mocHfied: It is better-to go back-to th?drawing board and
plan the: lj,lh6Ie-processall ove(thah't(}-ga ahead aricfembark~Orf~
ven ture-th at is fated-to fait - <, :, -" :.:>: -:!-:: ,:

' .. :.i :r·

Field trial,
.-' ':.'

This 'con.stitutes't-hef6urth' stage. This stage, similar as it, rnlghtbe
to the [ast, isdistinct from it" Thi:~ is..thefull-blownpilot stage.
w~er~ai'th~"last ;t~~e. .i~votv~q'\Waln\!y 't~~_,'s~J,?Sti9n'1o( q~,'j~~~'~,-,
mental sample of a few subject~/thi:s, time, a .fql,l"random- ~j3mple;
. .. 1 ".. .. '. ..",! '.'~. . '. _ . ~.... ~-.- ' .. , . . ... ' i :. "-" • . - ~. ,. J' .

that is representative of the total population is necessary",.Whereas.,
the trvoutstage required several instruments, mainly raw ~nc((all~
ing for refinement,",thts timeonlya few virtuallv final' in,s'trl)ments
are ne.eded/t~ied~~ut .~~.~ large 'number of respondents. This ~tage,

,; , '. ~ '; . .' , . ". . . ~ -' " . .

entails the detailed analysis ofdata and results sp, that following.
thi~, theverv next stage the firi~1step can be config~,ntly taken, '

:,' '. _ c·

We should stress here that in m-ostcases, stages three and four- are
often merged, especiallv in circumstances where fluids are limited.

~ . .'

Implementation

This comes as the fifth stage. This is the stageat which the real
fieldwork is done, entailing the collection of data with the instru-
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ments earlier designed and refined for this task. This stage involves
several research assistants, as well as evaluators working together
to cover all the various facets of the target population.

Even where just a specific education institution is involved, the
evaluators still have to combine their efforts in the data or informa-
tion gathering exercised. Where several institutions constitute the
focus of the study, very many hands are required. Usually, several
days may be involved, and so efforts would have to be synchro-
nised in as an integrated a manner as possible. This is the only way
an equitable result may be expected.

At this stage, we should stress that many problems are associated
with this phase. First, there is the problem of non-cooperation from
the target population. This is there more likely among a population
that does not understand or appreciate the purpose of the project.
There are quite many instances when people are approached for
their responses to some questionnaire items and the first question
they ask is, 'How much are you going to give me?' Even some
teachers do just that. And since you do not budget for this weird
reaction, you may have to do without the opinion of such people.

There is also the problem of disturbances. When you plan for an
exercise such as the data collection, you usually assume that every-
thing would be smooth sailing. But you might be shocked to dis-
cover that just as you set out, everything goes berserk. The whole
of the school system in a state may embark on an industrial action,
the schools may be called on to observe a week holiday to mark an
event not before thought of, you may enter a rural community and
discover that half of the learners are absent because it is harvest
time in the village, etc. Even after the period of data collection, or
the tour of the institutions for observations, the analysis of data on
computers could be fraught with its own problems. Many a project
has been delayed by incessant power disruption or, more seriously,
a total breakdown of the computer system. Problems such as these
should be foreseen and made allowance for.
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This should come as the logical end to all the earlier activities. The
write-up should again be a team work, reflecting the inputs from all
those participants in the course of the work. A good report should
be based purely on the findings from the fieldwork and not tainted
by one's own personal biases. An objective report should be well
supported with data and figures, which are quite accessible to the
understanding of the target population. Should the owners or
sponsors of the project under evaluation be less sophisticated in
academics than you the evaluators, then you should tailor the lan-
guage, use of data and graphics to their level as well as ensure that
you do not baffle them with the volume. Even for a government
agency, there is clearly a limit to which your report could be aca-
demically sophisticated. In all; you should bear in mind that the
clearer your report is, the better for all.

Many a time, apart from the submission of the report, it is often
required that you hold a meeting with the owners or sponsors of
the project. This need not be a very formal meeting, and the more
relaxed the atmosphere is, the better. During such a meeting, some
of the most salient findings, as well as the most pressing recom-
mendations, could be discussed. This indeed could be as effective
as the report and recommendations themselves. This way, under-
standing is engendered and rapport promoted. Such an exercise
could in fact pave the way for a follow-up exercise in the area of
quality control.

Actually, quality control should be a continuing process and not just
a once-far-all event. Quality control is itself a big aspect of any eco-
nomic venture, educational agencies or institutions inclusive. The
ideal in most cases is to have a department that ensures quality as
a part of the establishment itself. This is the norm in manufacturing
establishments. In government educational establishments, the
practice is to entrust quality control to the inspectorate division.
This however works only to a certain limit. The problem there is
that where the control of quality is from within, with time the in-
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spectorate division itself soon calls for controls and indeed for seri-
ous shaking up,

And so; this takes us back to curriculum evaluation exercises on a
regular basis, With one circle of curricu lumevafuation' exercise
completed, the ideal is to have a follow-up' on a not too distant a
period, The end result is thus to do this regularly, virtually on a cir-
cular basis, ' .

Evaluation ojtnstitutionot Programmes,
, .

Most of the curriculum evaluation activities have to do with whole
institutions, This i's precisely where professional evaluators come
in.Tn a number of cases, proprietors of educational institutionsdo
request that their ventures'be eval~ated t~ determine how well
thevare perform'ing, whatflawsthere are that can be rectified, ~n~
how' irnprovernents ca'nbe rnade, Sometimes, though, 'such' pro-
prietors themselves do not make the move;' it is 'often ~ome' others
thatsuggest tothem 'that theyneed 'theinput ofprcfessronats-+or
instance+when miriistryoffitials come calling and-point out that
Hh~'irwardsarerrotgetting theideal, it is then thev realise that it is
time-to :{:ohs'u-ft 'the-experts. ',',

..

Whenprofessi.onals. are.consulted. the team has, to begin work, .
." ;,.!' .,1" ~ .. : ~ '. ,'-.',. : .' _. .' .~:., . . •. "..

First there should be a preliminarv. or Investigator; visit to. the in-
stitutionwith .the express.purpose.of determining what exactly the
prop~i~tor;a'nts, Qu'ite often. he.[Q~very Qften sheldoes not really
know what the exercise wou Id entail and what indeed he wants.
Ihere have been instances of proprietors simply saying that they
would like to have regular visits from the group of experts to see
how the pupils are learning and how their teachers are performing
so that thetatter can be guided to perform better. In many cases,
the proprietor is ready to discuss the cost of this type of venture, It
takesrealprofessionatism to lead the discussion towards the need
for a full evaluation of the whole institution and all the pro-
grarnrnes connectedwith it, .

That fixed, the team would need to recess and discuss how integra-
tive the needed evaluation exercise should be, how long it should
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take and what instruments would be needed. Of course, costing
should be carefully decided and discussed with the proprietor.

In an ideal situation, the exercise should cover all facets of the insti-
tution from the teaching-learning environment, the teachers' work-
load, the background of the learners, the influence of the commu-
nity in which it is situated, the teaching facilities available, the mo-
tivations available for learning, the learners' performances in the
key subjects, etc. For- each variable, a worthwhile instrument
should be developed and tried out before final use. For each facet
of the work, it should be very clear from the onset who would be in
charge.

For most exercises of this nature, there should be an overall man-
ager who does not necessarily have to go under that title. His du-
ties should include planning thoroughly along with the team, man-
aging the finances available for the project equitably, ensuring" that
individual members of the team perform assigned duties on time,
establishing a smooth and working relationship with the awarder of
the contract [for contract it really is], and ensuring that all mem-
bers of the team are conversant with each step being advanced at
crucial times. Ideally, there should be briefings from time to time.
Ideally, there should be briefings from time to time so that the pro-
gress of the project can be discussed and adjustments made when
deemed necessary.

The final stage of any project of this type is the report writing and
of course the presentation of the report. Again, this should be a
team work, with various members of the team addressing specific
aspects of the project. Essentially, a good report should be seen as
something that the awarder of the contract could fully understand
and benefit from. For each finding and each problem identified,
cogent solutions should be suggested in clear terms. This is the best
way the whole exercise would be worthwhile to the consumer.

Thereafter, the contract awarder might decide to call back the
team to help supervise the programmes on a regular basis.
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Problems of Curriculum Evaluation in Nigeria

Conducting any worthwhile education evaluation exercise in Nige-
ria is fraught with enough problems, many of which must have
been addressed in this and earlier chapters. Much more serious
than these are however those several problems which are the lot of
curriculum evaluation exercises. Some of these are discussed here.

First, there is the problem of lack of cooperation from the popu-
lace, including those who otherwise should have been expected to
understand. Even teachers and indeed heads of schools are often
guilty of this. there was the case, for instance, of a principal of a
school, who, during the data collection exercise for the national
Education Sector Analysis project, ordered all the questionnaires
brought to her school to be collected and brought to her. That
done, she seized them and told the data collector to come back the
following day. During the follow-up visit, she asked if the federal
government was going to pay her, her staff and students, and the
response not being favourable to her, she handed back all the un-
filled instruments. This could be an extreme instance, but if it could
happen from so enlightened a person, then the gravity of the prob-
lem could be appreciated.

Then there is the problem of statistical and other records. Ours is
simply a nation with a very poor record keeping tradition. Individu-
als, institutions and organisations, more often than not, do not
keep and maintain proper records. The situation is not helped with
the occasional fire incidents in organisations, resulting in total loss
of such records that have been kept, usually in one fell swoop. The
ideal obtains where there are records that are from time to time
updated, so that when any new exercise is to be conducted, there
are enough to guide evaluators as to where to take off from.

Apart from that, there is the very pathetic phenomenon of pur-
poseful distortion of data, even at official levels. In our country, it is
common knowledge that most state ministries and agencies keep
different types of data for different purposes. Thus, there are dif-
ferent pupils' data for different purposes, one for planning at the
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state level, and another for federal government officials when they
call. So, a researcher who calls for school population figures or for
the numbers of teachers in schools, may not be too sure how au-
thentic the figures given him are. To be doubly sure, he may have
to get to schools himself, i.e. before going ahead to use the figures
as the basis for the new research project.

Yet another problem is that of funding. Research exercises are
never cheap. And the more ambitious they are, as curriculum
evaluation exercises are, the more costly they inevitably would be.
Unlike in most advanced countries, independent sponsors are hard
to come by. A philanthropist would rather donate towards building
a physical structure that bears his name than aid a research ven-
ture. Government ministries or ~agencies hardly ever do either.
These otherwise would have helped matters in a country that does

." not put any premium on research and evaluation.
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CHAPTER EIGHT

APPLICATION OF
COMPUTER TO DATA
PROCESSING IN EVALUATION
A computer in an electronic device that is capable of assessing data

. /information by means of a set of instructions, process the infor-
mation and produce a result. The information is passed into the
computer through a component called the input device, processed
by the central processing unit (CPUJ, also known as process device
and the result is displayed on the output device, (visual display unit,
VDU or a printer).

vvhat makes a Computer better?

The main features of the computer are also seen as the advantages
of using it as alternative to manual or any other forms of processing
data include:

Speed: The computer works at the speed of electricity. Speeds of
computer operations are usually measured in milliseconds, micro-
seconds and pico-seconds, 103, 106,109,1012, respectively.

Accuracy: Results from computers are highly accurate. Often
times, we experience Gleo (Garbage in Garbage Out), this term is
used to explain human source of errors.

Storage: A vital component of the computer is the memory unit.
Memory is the capacity to store and release information when
needed. This enables the computer to supply information to man-
agement timely and accurately too.

Flexibility: Modern computers can be used for a variety of pur-
poses. For example, batch processing, on-line processing, real time,
multi-programming. Computers can also operate on a variety of
application packages.
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Automation: the operations of a computer are automatic; there is
no human intervention once a programme has been activated as a
result of the stored programme concept ..

Consistency and Efficiency: The computer is very consistent, i.e. it
would produce the same result on the same data at any time if the
same instructions were given. The computer does not suffer from
human traits of being tired or losing concentration. It performs the
task with the same speed and accuracy as the first task no matter
the number of tasks involved.

computer Hardware and Software

A computer is made up of two components (i.e. the hardware and
thesoftwa re).

The Hardware

Hardware is the name given to the physical component of a com-
puter, for example, the visual display unit (monitor or screen), the
system unit (also called central processing unit - CPU), keyboard,
mouse, etc.

The Software

Software is the programme written to accomplish a specific task.
There are two types of software; these are the system software
and the application software. System software is a set of instruc-
tions that are written for or by the user in order to facilitate speedy
operation of a specific task. Application software is also divided
into two; we have the user's application programmes that are writ-
ten in variety of programme languages by the user in order to ac-
complish a task and the software packages that are the generalised
programmes for solving problems. Examples are the MS Word, MS
Work, Spreadsheet, accounting packages, MS Excel, SCORBAIT,
SAS,etc.
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History of Computers

Computer can be said to be as old as mankind. Toes, fingers, peb-
bles, stones and sticks were the only means of calculations in the
olden days. The earlier calculating aids include Napiers Logarithm,
Qughested's slide rule, Pascals Digital Counter, Leibnitz's Calculat-
ing Machine, etc. John Neumann designed what could be called the
first computer in 1946. John Neumann's machine was prominent
because of its stored programme concepts, a computer that will
store the programme alongside the data.

Computer Generations

Many attempts were made at designing calculating machine /
computer between 1946 and the late 1950s. The first attempts
were the UNIVAC (Universal Automatic Computer) in 1951 and IBM

, .,(lnternC;ltiqnal I?usiness and Machine) in i953/54. One general fea-
ture of these computers is the use of vacuum tube. They are identi-
fied as first generation computers. Between 1959 and 1960, other
sets were designed (they are referred to as second generation
computers) using transistors instead of vacuum tubes. The transis-
tors are smaller, less expensive, generate less heat and require lit-
tle power. Examples include IBM 1402, IBM 1620, IBM 7090-7904.

The production of small scale and medium scale integrated circuit
gave birth to 3rd generation computers between 1965 and the mid
1970s. This resulted in higher speed, better performance and com-
patibility of the computers (i.e. computers that can be used to work
on the same jobs). In the 19805, there was the production of very
large-scale integrated circuits. This made it possible for microproc-
essors (which are the characteristics of the fourth generation com-
puters) to be produced. A. microprocessor is a central processing

. unit that is fabricated on a chip. Mass production of microproces-
sors led to the production of microcomputers, also referred to as
computer on chips. Microcomputers were smaller, faster and more
efficient than third generation computers. They were also afford-
able. This led to the development of a wide variety of software
tools, such as Word processing, Spreadsheet, and Graphic Pack-
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ages. Local Area Network, Electronic mail and other capabilities
were implemented. The last generation of computers (i.e. the fifth
generation computer) is a product of researches by world powers
like USA and Japan. Super computers - computers which perform
operations in the higher range of 10 billion instructions per seconds
- were built. Also computers that could be made to think and act
like human beings, i.e. having capacities for sight, hearing, etc., and
which could simulate human thought (artificial intelligence) were
designed. It is believed that we are currently in the fifth generation
of computers.

How important is a Computer?

It is practically impossible to exhaust every area where computer
has found its applications. Few examples will be cited here.

Business: Banks, insurance companies, manufacturing firms, stock
brokerage firms, firms involved in importation, buying,' selling, and
production, are some of the areas in which the computer has been
widely used. Also, they are widely applied for financial manage-
ment, project management and human resources. Applications
package and customized packages are used.

Government: The computer is widely used for census (for compiling
census and survey data), licensing operations, e.g. for vehicle li-
cence, driving licence, for tax computations, for compiling data on
staff emoluments, for assessing taxpayers based on information
supplied. Government can use computers for planning, i.e. to plan
a project, to draw economic models and for forecasting, etc.

Police and military: Computers are used to keep records of crime
and related cases. They are as well used for research and develop-
ment of the military and for allocation of scarce resources for the
upkeep of man, machinery and for monetary management in the
forces.

Education: The computer has found wide ranges of uses in the field
of education, e.g. for programmed instruction, as in computer
aided instruction (CAI). It is also found very versatile for assessment
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of students' performance. Information about students (e.g. name,
age, height, academic ability, parents' background facts, etc.) can
be stored on the computer.

Architecture and Engineering: In the design of bridges, buildings
and machines, computers have been found very versatile. Virtually
all the cars, trains, aeroplanes, household machines, television sets,
etc., that are commonly used today are designed with the use of
the computer. It might interest you to learn that it is very possible
today to have a plane take off from one international airport and
fly to another international airport in another continent, all without
any pilot on board. In this respect too, it should be mentioned that
the computer is found very useful for solving problems associated
with complex calculations and precision.

Law: It is used for storing and retrieving information about previous
. cases. The computer is helpful to lawyers in consulting previous

cases in order to argue new ones.

Medicine: Medical records of patients are kept in the computer. It
can also be used for diagnosis and precision. Indeed, it is now pos-
sible to use robots (computerised machines) to perform complex
but delicate surgical operations, and it has been claimed that a doc-
tor using a computerised robot can perform an operation from afar
off; e.g. in two distant cities.

In what way can we categorise computer?

Computers are classified using different parameters, some of which
are listed below.

1. By function.
Based on the various functions it can perform, the computer can be
categorised under three headings:
Analogue Computers: These are devices that measure in a con-
tinuous form. They are faster; good examples are the thermome-
t2r, speedometer, etc. They are commonly found in research and
scientific research and scientific laboratories .
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Digital computers: These operate with variables that have discrete
values, they are flexible. They are widely used in commercial fields
such as banking, accounting, and insurance.
Hybrid computers: These combine the features of both the digital
and analogue computers. They combine the high speed of the ana-
logue with the flexibility of digital. They are mostly found in scien-
tific and technical applications.

2. By purpose
This is describing computers by the purposes for which we want to
use them. Here are some purposes.
General Purpose: This category of computers has a high level of
flexibility. They can store programmes that can handle a wide vari-
ety of jobs. They can perform any kind of jobs, both business and
scientific by changing its programmes.
Special Purposes: These are called dedicated computers. They are
designed for a specific type of application. Programmes are in-built
into this type of computers by the manufacturer so that the given
task is performed quickly and efficiently. They cannot be used for
any other tasks.

3. By capacity
Computers are classified by their size, that is, the amount of work
they can do. Some of them are the micro-computers, mini-
computers, mainframe and super computers.
Micro computers: These are the smallest in the range of com-
puters. Microcomputers are also referred to as Personal Computers
(PC). Majorities of earlier versions are called Desktop Compu ters
but they now come in different sizes and shapes.
Today, we have different types of microcomputers, namely note-
book, laptop, desktop, mini-tower and tower system. The micro-
computer is built around micro-processor chips. A Microprocessor
is single integrated circuit that contains arithmetic and logical (ALU)
as well as control capabilities for memory and input/output access.
The microcomputer has a keyboard for entry of data and monitor
or screen for display purposes. Apart from its portable nature, ad-
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vancement in technology has made microcomputers viable options
to a more expensive and sophisticated mini and mainframe com-
puters. Wide ranges of Software Packages are commonly run on
microcomputers.
Mini Computers: These are smaller versions of mainframe com-
puters.
Mainframe Computers: Mainframe is the most expensive of all
these. It is very big in size and offers the maximum computing
power. It is often called the maxi computer. It can support large
numbers of peripherals that can be attached to it. It can be used in
large networks of computers with the mainframe serving as the
nodal point. It occupies large space and has capacities for running
large programmes. It has a large main memory and performs op-
erations very fast. They are housed in specially prepared places
equipped with powerful air-conditioners. They are supported with

.UPS, are used for..solving commercial and scientific problems. A
typical application capabilities associated with mainframes is now
implemented on Super Micros that now assume extreme processor
power. Mainframe can be differentiated from mini computers
physically because of size, processing capability, processor design,
memory capability, number of peripherals, etc.
Super Computers: These are big, general purpose computers with
high capabilities in terms of speed, storage capacity, etc. They are
used to handle the manipulation of complex mathematical models
requiring millions and trillions of operations to resolve. They are
mostly used in simulations. Besides, they are used in the studies
connected with the explosion of super weapons. Meteorologists
use super computers to study formation of tornadoes and other
weather conditions. Examples are CRAY- 2, CRAY- 3, CYBER- 810,
CYBER-813.

What is the Relevance of Computer in Data Analysis?
We have already discussed the normal way of performing statistical
operations manually in this book. Effort shall be made here to dis-
cuss application of computer to data processing in Education.
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There are so many software packages in data analysis. Some of
them are SCORBATI, SAS, SPSS,MSTART, and so on. The emphasis
of this section is the application of SPSSto Educational Resea rch.
SPSSis an acronym for Statistical Package for Social Sciences. We
have the DOS versions (versions 1 to 5) and the WINDOWS versions
(Version 6.0 to the latest now, Version 16.0). Since the WINDOWS
versions are learner friendly, attempt will be made to discuss a ver-
sion in WINDOWS. A basic assumption here is that the readers are
familiar with at least WINDOWS 95, since attempt will not be made
to teach or discuss WINDOWS operations.
We can use computer for so many statistical tools. Explanations on
how to use these statistical tools are enough to form a volume.
Since this aspect of application of computer to data processing in
Education is a chapter in this book, this section will be limited to
such statistical tools as frequency, cross tabulations, mean and
standard deviation (aspects of descriptive statistics), analysis of
variance (ANOVA) and multiple regression analysis (aspects of the
inferential statistics).
Before we discuss these statistical tools, there is a need to examine
the commands we use in entering our data set, data definition, and
data modification at the WINDOWS desktop.

File Menu Commands
What do file menu commands do? File menu contains the follow-
ing:
Open: (Command allows you to open an existing or a new file).
Read ASCII Data: (This command allows you to transform ASCII

data, i.e. data from DOS into the one for WINDOWS).
Close: (Command lets you close a file you are working with).
Save: (Command allows you to save a file you are currently working

with).
Save As: (Command allows you to save a file you are currently

working with using another name).
Print: (Command allows you to print a file you are currently work-

ing with.
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Exit: (This command allows you to close down this application
software).

There are other commands you will need to know in order to exe-
cute SPSSfor WI NDOWS,we may meet them later.

Statistical Menu Commands
There are two fields of statistics: the descriptive and the inferential.
Attempt will not be made here on how to perform such functions
as analysing data because of the limitation of this chapter. How-
ever, important issues on the computer itself will be discussed.
Illustrations will be made from computer print outs of certain
analysis in both descriptive and inferential statistics. Such illustra-
tions will cover such aspects as frequency, descriptive t-test, cross-
tabulation and analysis of variance.
The statistics commands are organised into submenu according to
the type of analysis performed.

1. Descriptive Statistics
Frequency
Frequencies are used to make tables and displays that show how
often different values of a variable occur in the data. You can also
use it to obtain summary statistics that describe the typical value
and the spread of the observations. For example, in a survey of
teachers' perception of school effectiveness in Oyo State, a table
can be made which shows how many of the teachers came from
Oyo Central, Oyo South, Oyo North senatorial districts. From the
table, one can tell that 40%of the teachers came from Oyo Central
senatorial district; and so on. The information can be represented
.graphically. The bar chart display turns the table into a chart in
which the length of the bar corresponds to the number of teachers
in a particular senatorial district. For a variable like teaching experi-
ence.which can have many possible ordered values, one can use a
histogram to see how often different values occur. The following
printout is an example of frequency analysis.
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i/ Valid Cum
i<; Value label Value Frequency Percent Percent

Oyo Central 1 362 40.2 40.2 40.2
Oyo South 2 272 30.2 30.2 7004
Oyo North 3 266 29.6 29.6 100.0

Total 900 100.0 100.0
Valid cases 900 Missing cases 0
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
LOC location Valid Cum
Value label Value Frequency Percent Percent
Rural 1 508 56.4 56.4 56.4

Urban 2 340 37.8 37.8 94.2
Semi urban 3 52 5.8 5/8 100.0

Total 900 100.0 100.0
- Valid cases 900 Missing cases 0

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
TYPE Valid Cum
Value label Value Frequency Percent Percent
Public 1 843 93.7 93.7 93.7
Private 2 57 6.3 6.3 100.0

Total 900 100.0 100.0
Valid cases 900 Missing cases 0

Descriptive
Descriptive analysis is used to calculate statistics that summarise
the values of a variable. For example, one can calculate the average
teaching experience of teachers and see how much spread or vari-
ability there is around this average value. Thereby, one can calcu-
late values above which and below which certain percentages of
the cases fall. For example, we might find that 25% of our teachers
have less than 10 years teaching experience, 50% have experience
less than 20 years and 75% have experience less than 30 years. You
should not use this procedure for variables, which are nominal.
That is, don't compute average school location or average teacher
gender. The following printout is an example of descriptive.
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Number of valid observations (listwise) = 900.00
Variable Mean Std Dev Min Max
TE 14.38 11.85 0 35 900.0

N. Label
. Teaching exp

Cross tabs
Cross tabs are used to count the number of cases that have differ-
ent combinations of values of two or more variables, and to calcu-
late summary statistics and tests. For example, if you want to know
if there is a relationship between the region of the city in which a
person lives and the person's willingness to buy your product, you
can make a table that shows how many people say they would buy
your product, and how many say they would not.Tor each of the
regions. Or, you can look at the relationship between job satisfac-
tion and job performance ratings separately for males and females.

2. Inferential Statistics

Independent samples of GENDER
Group i GENDER

EQ1
EFFECTIVE
No of cases

Group 1 413 39.9395 8.387 .413
Group 2 472 39.4597 8.489 .391

3Pooled variance Estimate 3Separate Variance Estimate
F 2-Tail 3 t Degree of 2-Tai13 t Degrees of 2-Tail

" Value Prob 3 Value Freedom Prob? Value Freedom Prob
1.02 802 .84 883 .399 .84 870.11 .399

Group 2 GENDER
EQ2
Std Errort-test for Mean Std Dev

The ANOVA Models submenu provides techniques for testing uni-
variate and multivariate Analysis-of-Variance models. Simple Facto-
rial performs an analysis of variance for factorial designs. You can
specify covariates and choose alternate methods for partitioning
sums of squares. E.g. a simple factorial design can be used to test if
five different coaching methods result in the same average test
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score for students in three different majors. In this example, the
dependent variable is the test score, and the factors (the variables
used to form the groups) are the coaching methods and the stu-
dents' majors. You can test the hypothesis that the coaching meth-
ods are equally effective; that the majors respond in the same way,
and that there is no interaction between the major and the coach-
ing method.
In a simple factorial design, you test the effects of each of the fac-
tors individually, and of the interactions. The Simple Factorial
ANOVA procedure allows you to specify the highest order of the
interactions and then build a model containing all interactions of
that order and lower.
If you want to include only some of the interactions of a particular
order, you should use the General Factorial ANOVA procedure. If
you have only one factor, you should use the One-Way ANOVA
procedure.
General Factorial analyses more general univariate analysis of vari-
ance designs, allows great flexibility in specifying the model, and
offers a great variety of statistical output. This command is in the
Advanced Statistical option.
For instance, if you are interested in the effects of three incentive
structures on the productivity of two classes of employees in four
locations of your company, you might design a factorial experiment
to test the hypotheses of interest. Since baseline productivity prior
to the introduction of new incentive structures may be a strong
predictor of subsequent productivity, you might want to use base-
line productivity as a covariate. (That is, you might want to adjust
the observed productivity for baseline values). You may also want
to see whether the effect of the covariate is the same for the two
classes of employees. (That is, you want to see if there is factor by
covariate interaction).

The Regression Techniques
Linear is used to examine the relationship between a dependent
variable and a set of independent variables. For example, you can
try to predict a salesperson's total yearly sales (the dependent vari-
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able} from independent variables such as age, education, years of
experience, and salesterritory. Or you can try to predict a student's
score on the Graduate Records Exambased on undergraduate GPA,
IQ score and major. Both the dependent and independent variables
must be measured on an interval scale. Nominal variables such as
religion, major, or region of residence must be recorded to binary
(dummy) variables or other types of contrast variables. If you have
collected a large number of independent variables, and want to
build a regression model that includes only variables that are statis-
tically related to the dependent variable, you can use one of the
variable selection methods to select the independent variables. To
see how well the regression model fits your data, you can examine
the residuals and other types of diagnostics that this procedure
provides. Print-outs of regression analysis are made similar to pre-
viously displayed ones.

, 1 :'~'~','\,Analysis from the computer can be highly reliable. Once the print-
out has been obtained, the task of producing a high quality report
becomes relatively easy. From the array of figures and data, highly
attractive tables and graphs can be generated to support the find-
ings, conclusions and recommendations. Indeed, nowadays, when a
good report has been produced, it is usually not easy where to put
the credit - to the computer programmer, or the analyst, or the
writer. Where everything has gone well, each person connected
with the work as well as the computer software programmer
should have the credit.
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